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Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, December 28, 1937

An Earned Tribute

December Checks Now Go Out of Town Reader Laments
ing Out Are First Since
That Burpee Organ Con
Last August
cert Did Not Enter Homes

Old age pension checks to "some"
of the thouands of Maine men and Editor of The Courier-Gazette:
During Christmas week, it was my j
women eligible for assistance, Health
and Welfare Commissioner Oeorge pleasure to hear the music from the
W. Leadbetter said yesterday will be
Burpee Furniture Store, and as I lis
mailed sometime this week.
The December pensions will be the tened to the organ sending forth1
first paid since last August when its beautiful message of “Peace on
State funds for that purpose became | earth, good will toward men" in the
exhausted. Methods of providing ad notes of old time Christmas carols.
Knowledge, love, power.—there ♦
• la the complete life—Amlel
♦ ditional money were devised by the I thought what a pity that it was not
Legislature in October.
1 connected with radio, that shut-ins,
Leadbetter said the State had re
A new bulletin on “Storage Spaces ceived $7,300 from the Federal gov ' the aged, ill, infirm and those kept
In the Kitchen" Is available on re ernment. which matches State pen at home caring for some loved one,
quest from the University of Maine sion money dollar-for-dollar, for De might be permitted to join the audi
cember payments.
Extension Service at Orono.
ence. thus brightening many a lonely
hour.
Those who have health and liberty
do not mind standing in the cold,
crisp air—in fact they rather enjoy
it—but how much greater would be
BOYS’ AND GIRLS’ ALUMNI
the enjoyment of shut-ins, knowing
vs.
j the sweet Christmas music was being
ROCKLAND HIGH BOYS AND GIRLS
■ played for them by one in their home
j city who freely gave of his time and
WEDNESDAY, DEC. 29, COMMUNITY BLDG.
I talent that they might delight in the
j season’s greetings to the fullest.
7.30 P. M.
Margaret Elwell.
ADMISSION 25c, 35c
Spruce Head. Dec. 26.

BASKETBALL

Tetrazzini’s Home

SNOW BOWL BULLETIN
Skating—Good.

Volume 92.................. Number I 55.

ROY FERNALD WILL RUN

“The Black Cat”

Talented Opera Singer, Luisa

Toboganning—Good.
Skiing—Good on Megunticook
Mountain Trail.
Lodge House and Skate House
open nights.

Franceschi,

Denies

Is Living In Poverty

Diva

Waldo County Senator Is To Oppose Governor
Barrows For the Nomination

Milan, Italy. Dec. 8
By The Roving Reporter
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
••-•-•-•-•-•"•••I
Among many, many, others, has ar
Senator Roy L. Fernald, of Winter- j names from all over the State and
Some reader of this department
rived your paper's article of Mme.
port, will be a candidate against Oov.' "le them with the secretary of state, doubtless has a picture of a pet cat
Tetrazzini and her poverty, her Lewis O. Barrows for the Republican j Jan' ’• the flrst da>’ P0^1* aft*r he
which he or she would be willing to
,
' could legally get primary paper signa- loan to make a new cut for the head
Roydon V. Brown of Skow- boar«ters- etc= 1 hasW t0 "*>*• and nomination for governor in the
June
The ]etter foUows.
■
iir.ii
come to the defence, if such I may
of the column. Down in Miami Edi
hegan Will Oppose Cong.
primaries, it was disclosed in a letter
..j am enclosing a copy of my pritall it, of such a noble and illustrious
tor Fuller voices his approval of the
For mary nomination papers for GoverSmith in Second District j lame, in the history of the lyric art received in Calais Saturday
new department but ventures the
some time there has been much nor, and would appreciate your getTather insistent hope that the picture
Portner Mayor Ernest E. Estes, , Sf the world 1
speculation in Republican ranks ting a few signatures on same for
of a real Rockland cat be used in
In my humble and modest way I about Senator Fernald's plans for the ' me.
Democrat of Auburn, recently deplace of the somewhat scrawny car
ieated for reelection, has obtained am attempting an act of peace! I 1938 campaign but most leaders have | “it Ls Illegal to obtain names prior toon which is now being used. It
nomination papers which he said he ave my doubts of my success but I been expecting his formal announce- . to Saturday, January 1, 1938. How- would of course have to be a black
1 ever. If you would get what names
n at least try, being here on hand ment Jan. 1.
cat. In the event that a number of
would use as a candidate for the
His recent promise of a public new you could conveniently on that day,
nd realizing the turn of events from
Democratic nomination for sneriff first hand and realizing that, per year's resolution that would disclose and return the nomination papers photographs are received in answer
to this plea judges will be asked to
of Androscoggin County next June. haps a little calm, possibly could be his plans was taken by leaders to be to me in the enclosed self addressed
select the best one. May I hope for
Estes, former railroad crossing gate effected on the troubled waters. I am just a forerunner to his entrance stamped envelope, after filling out
an early response?
tender before serving his city as beginning with my own little town into the primary campaign as an the place on the back of the nomMayor, was defeated for reelection by nd I would appreciate it if you could opponent of the present chief execu-j ination paper before a Justice of the
The quiet which pervades Main
Dr. Kenneth Green, Republican.
nd would, with your usual courtesy, tive. A letter received by a Republi Peace, or a Notary, I would ap street on any holiday was in evidence
can worker sets at rest any further preciate it very much.
Roydon V. Brown. Republican, of help pass the word on.
Christmas afternoon, to be eventually
"I am making an effort to file 10.Skowhegan, Secretary of the Maine i Mme. Tetrazzini has intentions of speculation on the senator's plans
broken by the sudden appearance of
Senate for many years, took out a serious defamation suit against all and discloses how he intends to 000 names from every section of about 500 shrieking children of all
papers as a candidate for the Re the press that has thus far maligned launch his campaign with speed and Maine with the Secretary of State on sizes, colors and conditions of servi
Monday, Jan. 3. so I am asking you to
publican nomination for United her; I am sort of a "go between" and numbers.
tude. Out of the north they came in
Senator Fernald, according to this complete your work, if you please,
States Representative from the as you can see my position as guest
a seemingly endless procession, one
Second District now represented by and my position tovards the press of letter, is aiming to procure 10.000 Jan. 1. 1938."
girl wheeling a baby carriage in
Clyde H. Smith, Republican, of which I, as an artist always have
Which were two infants. Somehow
Skowhegan, former State Senator need, is not a happy one It wou'd
she managed to keep pace with the
BASEBALL
MEETING
and Executive Councilor.
then make me very haupv, if, begin
onrushing column. Everybody was
Records of the Secretary of State's ning with you there could be effect
nappy except one little girl who
Department showed also that Oov ed a rectification, and in the place of Patient* At the Knox Given
Managers of the Knox Twilight
bawled lustily because she had been
ernor Lewis O. Barrows, Republican, said article there could be printed, a
Much Pleasure — Nurses’ Baseball League are asked to meet j left behind by her over-eager chap
seeking reelection and State Senator beautiful article telling the truth
erone. According to Oene O'Neil,
at the Maine Music Store at 7
Christmas Tree
Roy L. Fernald of Winterport. Re- about this “grand little old lady" as
i lecturer and hotel proprietor, it took
o'rlork
tonight.
John
Davidson
of
j publican floor leader of the upper j given you directly by one who is
Perhaps nowhere does duplication the SL George team and "Jit" live mluutes for the procession to
legislative branch, obtained papers thoroughly cognizant of the true
of
circumstance manifest itself more Ricker, who will play there next i pass a given point. The children
as candidate Tor the Republican gu i acts.
were guests of Rockland Lodge B. P.
than
in a hospital at ChrLstmas.' stason, arrived from Massachusetts
bernatorial nomination.
The truth of the matter is, that
yesterday and are anxious to have j'O. E. at Strand Theatre, and were to
Papers also were taken out by Mme. Tetrazzini is the most charm Tragedy, joy, hand in hand; both)
a conference in the interests of an , have marched thither from the Elks
United States Representative Ralph ing hostess of a few artists all pi*pils cared for by the same group whose early start next season.
Home. The "march" resembled the
jo. Brewster, Republican, of Dexter, of the noted Maestro of singing Sig emotions run the range while self Is
first battle of Bull Run.
representing the Third District, and Ettore Verna, who in the interim of
forgotten. This year we were grate- i
iormer State Representative Joseph waiting to open his School Of Sing
One cannot help sympathizing with
W. Connolly, Democrat, of Portland, ing in Milan, at Villa Durini in Via ful to the community for the more
Eastport's plight. At one time sitting
than
unusual
spirit
toward
the
hos1
candidate Ior the Democratic nom Pietro Calvi 22 here, the 15th, of this
on top of the world, with Uncle Sam's
ination for United States representa month, was a temporary guest of Tet pital. One furniture company sent | Frances Collette Injured In
money pouring in like rain through a
razzini. He is the only Maestro of cheer through candies to all; one!
tive from the First District.
Kennebunkport, Was Ta leaky roof, this Maine Golconda
singing, to have been heartily en lawyer in the legislature will never
ken To Biddeford Hospital seemed destined for a dazzling future;
dorsed in every way, and by her. aid
know fully the pleasure the women
Prances Collette of 117 Limerock today a State charge, and a victim of
ed in all ways professionally. They
patients
received
from
the
colonial
street was injured at North Kenne sad disillusionment. I have visited
- have been friends Ior some years
Good Attendance Records Madame Tetrazzini does not give bouquet; the men too were pleased bunkport when a Boston bound Eastport in the several stages of Its
modern career—when no whisper had
By the Pupils of the Tyler S11’«ln« lessons for money, and has with their gift of flowers. One of our Quaker Stages bus collided with an come to suggest its millenium; when
automobile
and
went
into
the
ditch
_ ....
never done so.
local dentists sent his usual contri
on Route One early Sunday morning. the turning back of the tide had be
Building ___
jt
y-jjg
she intends doing
bution of money. The Ladies' Auxili- Five other bus passengers, the driver, gun; when the homes were under con
Tyler School
50 in the future as 6,16 feels that this
ary sent the usual box to the D»->atrlck young of Jamaica Plain struction for the invading thousands
We have quite a large enrollment u the
wa>'
can leav« “> P<» tients, also something special for the I
Mass., and four persons in the auto of workmen; and finally when the
this vear. In Grades 2-5 each has
h« art This boy and girl in the children's ward
mobile driven by Frank Griggs of bubble had burst. Today a once
more than 40 pupils enrolled, with was done by man> «reat artisu you
For us the day began on Wednes Portland, were unhurt.
peaceful city is making a pitiful at
grade five having the largest in the ' Wl11 reca11' such 85 the brothers De day evening when the nurses held
Miss Collette, who suffered cuts tempt to dislodge itself from the
building of 48 pupils.
Reske- Sembrich. Schumann-Heink their Christmas tree party. Never
—o—
over the right eye and on the chin, ruins.
Following is the names of the win- etc'
did we have such a lovely one. Santa
No kidnaping case In the world's
together with bruises, was taken to
ners of various contests and those
Where L am writing all about me is came and was most generous. The
Biddeford hospital. Her condition history will ever excite the attention
not absent for the term:
great luxur>' and sign* of wealth' not day before hustle, bustle; the super
was regarded serious.
that the Lindbergh case did. And
Sub-Primary, Teacher. Miss Alice pove.rty.
the article asserts. The visors seeing who could outdo them
The bus was bound for Boston yet will it be as plainly remembered
Oav-not attent. Sterling Alden. Villa u a constant reminder of the selves for their patients.
when it skidded and struck the car. 63 years hence as is the kidnaping of
Barbara Brackett Dorothy Christof- great da’,s of song' when Tetrazzini
Patients going home —G oodbye,
which was proceeding in the opposite Charlie Ross 63 years ago. Featured
ferson. Kathryn Curry. Donald Ed- tel«ned supreme in two continents, Merry Christmas. Those who re
direction. Mr Griggs had as pas ln story and song the mysterious dis
wards. Albert Flanders. Josephine There are endorsed photos of Patti, mained "I do not mind much”—Did
sengers his wife and another couple. appearance of Charlie Ross has been
Guistin, Frederick Ryan. Jeanette Caruso. iRuffo, Verdi. Puccini, iMas- they? Christmas Eve carol singing
This mornings report from the passed on to each new generation,
Seliger. Robert Trahan. Thomas Un- cagnlothers. The furniture was by the nurses, the older nurses look
hospital shows Miss Collette as com still as much of a mystery as “who
derwood and Elizabeth Dean.
a11 made to order and is gold and ing back "o'er the years." Christmas
fortable as her bruised condition struck Billy Patterson?" a oomGrade I-Teaeher Miss Anna whlu 35 * ako the grand piano a trees lighted, gayly decorated—What
would permit. An eight inch cut on panlon epic.
Webster
i
from the Heintzman company of fun! The children’s ward, two chil
the forehead and a deep cut on the
The following children were neither 'Ioront°. Canada; likewise is the dren, both badly hurt—sad! no—it's
neck required many stitches.
Many of Rockland's older citizens
absent nor tardy during the fall gramophone a gift, of the Victor Christmas, they must be made merry
recall how they used to drink "hop,
Christmas
Day.
Dinner
—
turkey
—
I
ar
term: Marjorie Andrews, Betty Bick- comPany.
pop and spruce" from those earthen
ford. Elaine Christofferson, Sam Cris- j lhe gardens which surround the all wherever restrictions could pos
bottles. They were such popular bev
: astomo, Maxine Denbrow, Leroy house where « have done many a sibly be removed. Twilight—the day
Dodge, Raymond Graves, Richard turn’ myself, have been the scene of is done and here comes the night Must Be Taken By Those erages that I wonder they are not still
in use.
Harper, Thomas Iott, Henry Lindahl many a delightful tea, participated in nurse who sleeps by day Did she

Taking Out Papers

(

Hospital Christinas

New Year s Milk Fund Ball
SATURDAY NIGHT, JANUARY 1
ROCKLAND COMMUNITY BUILDING
Auspices Parent-Teacher Association

153-156

GalaMidniteShow
NEW YEAR’S EVE

McLAIN SCHOOL BUILDING

Wednesday, Thursday

FARGO”

A Thundering Romance of the West!

Evenings 6 to 9

EVERYBODY COME
Bring Your Bowditrh

155’lt

with

FRANCES DEE,

JOEL McCREA,

BOB BURNS

STRAND THEATRE
Show starts 11.45

Admission 35c, All Over lhe House

DANCE
NEW YEAR’S EVE
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 31

ARCADE BALLROOM
SPRING STREFT. ROCKLAND
Benefit Batter) E ?40th C.A. iH.D.I
BALLOONS
CONFETTI
Dancing 9 to 1
Admission 40c
155*1

RITE-BEST

In Bus Accident

The Grade Schools

Monday, Tuesday,

—Presenting—

“WELLS

Free
Navigation School

PRINTED STATIONERY

NEW YEAR’S

FOOTWEAR

Compulsory Exams

This is a flne quality » itlng paper ln greytone or varytone.

Your name and address pr ated on sheets and envelopes with style
A or B heading
Your choice of letterin in green, brown, blue or black ink.

48 folded sheets 5x8—48 envelopes 5 1-8x4 1-8
Perfect for your own cone pondence and just the thing for gifts.

$1.(0 postpaid

i THE COURIER GAZETTE
ROCKLAND, MAINE

and Ronald Thurston.
by world celebrities in their sojourns
Grade II—Addie R.
Rogers. ln Italy. Among others recently, was
Teacher.
jour own Maeslro Wilfred Pelletier, of
Winners in the arithmetic contest tlle Metropolitan Opera of New York,
are as foUows: Butterfly Class—1st. and his wife, the soprano Rose
Barbara Fuller; 2d, Wayne Drink- Hampton.
water; 3d. Almeda Smith. Squirrel I Now 1 arrive to the most damning
Class—1st, Clifford Harper; 2d. John of all facts, as to poverty.
Jackson; 3d Helen Flanders. Bunny1 llie old historical bedroom of
Class—1st, Helen Benner; 2d, Beverly j Madame and the bed where this poor
Gerrish; 3d. Bernice Mitchell.
1 old la<ly sleeps. it is 24 karat gold, and
Those present each session for the was tb* property of the Italian Royal
entire 15-week term: Kenneth Brad- 'amily once. The Duke of Torino
ley. Elizabeth Brewster. Helen Flan- 'cousin to the King) was born on this
dels. Donald French, Barbara Fuller, bedAnthony Guistin, Clifford Harper, j Here one may view the much talked
Erik Lundln. Bernice Mitchell, Al- of court decorations acquired by
meda Smith. Clayton Winchenbach. court
command" performances.
Third Grade, Teacher, Miss Vir- J Beautiful medals set in all precious
ginia Snow.
stones, gifts from the Czar of all the
Diane Curtis. Earl Dodge. Elizabeth j Rus*'as. the Kaiser of Germany, two
Fraser. Tony Guistin. Bertha Ken- Kln«s of the British Empire. Presiney. Walter Kenney, David Libby.1 dents of the United States, etc. There
John Lindahl, Joan Lachance, Don are photos of the Queen Mother of
ald McLellan, Maynard Rubenstein, Italy Margherita, and a recently dedi
SILVER OR GOLD
cated one of Mussolini.
j Irvin Byron and Dorothy Tripp.
Grade 4. Teacher, Miss Esther I could run on forever, and each
thing would sound more interesting.
French.
Not absent or tardy: Barbara Bart- But 1 think this suffices to prove that
that were made to retail at S5.00
lett. Nadine Fuller. Walter Olenden- 11 this is Poverty, we would all like
ning, Frances P. Guistin, Marianna to be in like circumstances.
Guistin, Mary Guistin, Lorraine i That Tetrazzini still has a voice at
Lachance, Agnes Pinkerton, Dorothy the ripe age of 67 years, can be proven
by those who wish to hear her broad
iRichards and Avis Williamson.
The first prize in arithmetic contest cast on the 19th of this month, from
was won by Lucille Mank. second Rome as a guest of the Italian Gov
ernment's short-wave broadcast to
j prize. Frances Guistin.
Grade V, Lloyd B. Rhodes, Teacher South America.
I take the occasion to thank you,
and Principal of building.
Not absent for term: Sylvia Chris- and 10 wish you a Merry Christmas
432 MAIN ST„ ROCKLAND. ME. tofferson, Beatrice
Chrisoflerson, and prosperous New Year.
A GOOD PLACE TO BUY GOOD Elaine Glendenning, Amos Hartley,
Luisa Franceschi
FOOTWEAR
Margaret Huntley, Lorraine Iott, Al Villa Tetrazzini
ton LaChance. Ethel Lindahl. Billy j Milano. Italia,
McLellan and Carolyn Webster.
Vla Bissalati, 6

SALE ON

EVENING SANDALS
now $3.95

THE TIME TO “SWAP”
Is any time you wish to trade what you have for some
thing you want. The way to do it is by advertising
in the Classified Column of The Courier-Gazette.
Costs little. Results, quick and satisfying. Phone
770.

Other Styles
$2.95

McLain Shoe Store

enjoy the day? Of course, and then
wistfully she begins her duties—yes
with compensation, and I ask you
who on earth is nearer to the babe in
BetMtitem than this great array of
younHi$omen the "Night Watchers
of Our Sick."
E. C. D

DENTAL NOTICE
DR. J. H. DAMON will br at his
Rorkland Dental Office every Tues
day and Friday and other days by
appointment.
Office is over New
berry's, 362 Main Street, Tel. 415-W.

152Ttf

Qenuine CntjraveJ

STATIONERY
JU The Lowest Prices

Id HietoryI

Visiting Cards

100 paneled carde, choice of 4
elzes and 30 etylee of engravinq.
PLATE INCLUDED, only — >1.11

Wedding Announcements
or Invitations

On while or Ivory Hock—wed
ding or plate flntih. Inside and
outside envelopes, and PLATE IN
CLUDED ______________*8.9*
Social Stationery

Special styles for men and women.
A choice of lovely colors, mono
grams and etylei of engravtng,
PLATE INCLUDED . ......................
*2.25, 83.85 and up.

Business Stationery

BOO business carde oi Hammermili
Bond letterheads, PLATE IN
CLUDED. only_________ 87.88

The Courier-Gazette

Who Have Not Had Re
cent Auto Licenses

Compulsory examinations for per
sons seeking Maine 1938 motor vehicle
operators' licenses—those who have
not had licenses in any one of the
past three years—are scheduled to
start Jan. 10 in Portland.
Similar tests also will be conduct
ed at branch offices in Auburn, Jan.
11; Augusta. Jan. 12; Bangor. Jan.
13; and Rockland. Jan. 14
The examinations are required un
der a law enacted by the Legislature
last winter The first tests were given
last August.
Following the Christmas holidays,
the motor vehicle department’s main
office and all branches were
"swamped" by an avalanche of oper
ators' applications.
Hundreds of
persons visited the offices to obtain
their licenses, while thousands of
other applications arrived by mail.
Robie said it was impossible to
ascertain at present the number of
applications already received.

Many of us heard King George's
Christmas message broadcast at 10
a. m Christmas Day Slow and Im
pressive were the words, yet I doubt
If anybody felt the same thrill as was
experienced when King Edward com
pleted his dramatic broadcast with
those now famous words—"The wom
an I love."

A deluge of Christmas cards
brought much pleasure to me this
season. One was from Naponee. On
tario. where Edward Gonia and I had
a delightful luncheon one day last
summer on our return from Niagara
Falls. I have seldom met a more
congenial couple than the Mr. and
Mrs. Lampkin .who served us at their
cosy home "Shady Lawn.'' Another
card brought sincere regret for it not
ed the death of Mrs T. W. Stockdale
of Ottawa, who with her husband en
tertained us so graciously on the oc
casion of a trip to Canada's National
Capital three years ago Mr. Stockdale has remembered me with Christ
mas greetings annually since that
YOUR FAVORITE POEM event, and the exchange of cards
If I bed my life to live again I would will continue indefinitely.

have made a rule to read aome poetrj
and huten to aome music at leaat onoe
a week. The loaa of these taatee le e
lose of happluesa. —Charles Darwin.

Seagulls are public benefactors—
but some times they're not. Fish
handlers on the Penobscot Bay
IN "A WINTER MISCELLANY"
Islands find their invasions rather
Did you ever watch the camp Are
When the wood has fallen low.
disastrous and sometimes are ob
And the ashes 'gin to whiten
liged to resort to gun-play. The gull
Round the ember's crimson glow,
With the night sounds all about you
which falls a victim to the shot Is
Malting silence doubly sweet.
And a full moon high above you
conspicuously displayed among the
That the spell may be complete?
flakes, and for a while it has a de
Did you ever sit there thinking
Mid your pipe's grey, pungent breath. terrent effect, as dead crows are sup
While tho Are 8 last feeble flicker
Met a magic glow-worm death—
posed to have in vegetable gardens.
Tell me. were you ever nearer
But the general opinion of observers
To the land of heart's desire
Than when you sat there smoking
is that the gunshot is more effective
With your feet up to the fire?
—Hector Donald.

than the carcass.

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Vinal Haven’s Gallant Bowl-i

Dp

careful tor nothing. but in
everything by prayer and supplica
tion with thanksgiving let your re
quests b? madi known unto God Phil. 4:6.

ing Team To Tackle Cam

den and Rockland

Tlie big topic of conversation
among thc bowling fans of Vina!
Haven is thc proposed invasion of
Knox County alleys by the Vinal
More Apples and Wheat In Haven bowling team headed by
"Goose" Arey with Skipper "Skip"
Maine — Cash Income Is
Arey as mate and a crew of hard
Nearly $3,000,000 Greater
boiled Vinal Haven Fish-hawks.
The 1937 crop season wes moder
Plans have been made for a coupl"
ately favorable for crop production In of marches along the lines of the
Maine, according to a joint report ones 'eld last year. viz., the lean
will nowl a selec'ed Camden team at
ieleased by the United States and ;
Cemden Y. M C. A. alleys in the
Maine Departments of Agriculture. cttuncon and then lay alongside
Average monthly temperatures were John Thomas' rough riding crew hi
above normal for all months except the evening at i’.i? Star Alleys. Rock
October during thc crop season ex land.
The team is composed of the Arejs,,
tending from April 1 to Oci. 31.
two i s men.ened above. Earl I
Rainfall was moderately heavy in
May and June, light during the I “Goonlo" Calder. Ralph "Hebo" Clay '
ter :.ntl one othe • tc be selected. 7 ,c
months prior to October, in which it •
Goose has been biting his fingernails,
was rather heavy.
smoking cigaret after cigaret and
Total crop acreage in Maine is es- j
tunated at 1.360,140 acres in 1937 com- j consuming enormous quantities of
pop the past week trying to figure
pared with 1.329 . 650 acres in 1936. ,
the best way to get his team in the
Increases were made in the acreage 1
winning column, and whichever end
harvested of buckweat, dry beans,
they may be on, the long or the short
beans for canning, hay. potatoes, peas
the Goose figures his team wlll give a
for canning, and sweet corn for can
good account of itelf.
ning. The acreage of corn, wheat,
George Newbert the royal rooter
and oats harvested was decreased.
who accompanied the team last year
The Maine apple crop at 1.147,000 I
and Postmaster O. V. Drew who sort
bushels, compares with 608.000
ol supervised operations, will not be
bushels harvested in 1936 and 1 854.with the team, the formcr on account
CCO bushels flve year average 1928of illness and the latter on account
1932. The large production of apples
was the result of favorable growing of a press of business. E. M. "Shag"
conditions and was greater in the Hall has signified a desire to make
farm orchards than in the com the trip but if Gene gets no farther
mercial orchards. Much of the farm than he did last year, which was the
orchard crop was of Inferior quality. end of the Vinal Haven Steamboat
The yield of wheat was better than wharf, the boys will not get much
last year, oats and barley the same, help from him. Like the theme of
and buckwheat was less. The yield of that famous “Scotch' song all Gene
hay was slightly less than that of can say is “All I can give is Love.

The Year’s Crops

last year. The acreage of canning 1
crops continued the increase started
in 1934.
On the basis of prices and market
ings during the calender year the
total cash income from the crops Is
the crops listed in the table below is
e-.timated at $31,331,000 in 1937 com
pared with $28,486,009 in 1936. The
increased income from potatoes in
1937 is due to the favorable prices
received for the 1936 crop marketed
after Jan. 1. 1937. The increased in
come from canning crops ls due large
ly to the Increased production result
ing from increased acreages of these
crops.

For The Unemployed
Claimants For Benefits Must
Not

Engage Services of

Lawyers, Rules Say

Instructions for workers, and rules
and regulations for all places of em
ployment. will soon be distributed to
all subject employers. It was an
nounced today by Clifford A. Somer
ville, chairman of the Maine Unem
ployment Compensation Commission.
These will be given wide distribution
by the Commission and will also be
available to employing units employ
ers not covered by the Maine Unem
ployment Compensation Law. Other
Christmas Rhyme Read On facts noted by Chairman Somerville
Spot Where It Was Writ were:
il) These instructions from the
ten 115 Ycars Ago
Commission will assist a covered em
ployee once he becomes unemployed,
Back in their schooldays many of i
and is ready to register for new work
Rockland's older citizens probably re
and file a claim for benefits. All
cited that favorite Christmas poem.
State Employment Service Offices
"A Visit of St. Nicholas" which was
will serve as sources of information,
republished in Saturday's issue of this
paper, and which has frequently ap open to all workers at all times, who
peared in these columns in past desire further details as to procedure
years. In thi? connection United and the law. Trained interviewers
Pre’s correspondent sent out the fol will assist claimants at the time they
register for work, or file their claims
lowing despatch from New York:
People gathered Christmas Eve for for benefits.
<2i Under no circumstances need
a ceremony on a windy thoroughfare
that runs into thc Hudson River, a a claiment for benefits engage legal
place that wa an orchard 115 years or other counsel in applying for
ego when a profescsr of Oriental lan compensation. Every courtesy and
guages. trying to compose a jingle II assistance will be given workers by
that would entertain hls children, office staff members.
<3> The initial requirement of each
picked a quill pen off his desk in
claimant for benefits ls registration
his farmhouse and wrote:
Twa* the night before Christmas for work, and such act should be per
when all through the house
formed directly following layoff or
Not a creature was stirring, not even
a mouse. . . "
suspension from regular employment.
In honor of Dr. Clement Clark? At the time a worker is laid off a copy
Mcore. author of the most famous of of "Instructions to Worker" shall be
all Christmas poems, there was a given such worker by his employer.
great ascmblage cn West 23rd street, These instructions and also rules and
and Burgess Meredith, the actor regulations from the Commission
came down to read the verses that must be displayed in places of em
now are firmly imbedded in the folk ployment for the benefit of workers
lore ol America
He stood on the employed there.
(4) All workers are urged to obtain
.pot where thc Mcore farm used to
spoki "i Dasher, DancaT ; Social Security Account Numbers,
Prancer and Vixen Comet, Cupid, i These are essential in establishing
Danner and Blitzcn—the reindeer who absolute identification in the matter
hauled St. Nicholas and hls sleigh of filing claims and receiving com
into thc minds and hearts of Ameri pensation checks for benefits. Un
necessary delays in making payments
cans.''
when due may thus be avoided.
(5) Causes that may disqualify a
WEST ROCKPORT
man for immediate benefits include:
John Ilurme entertained at dinner leaving work without good cause; dis
Christmas night, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar charge for misconduct connected with
Holmberg. Mr and Mrs. Edward work; becoming involved in labor dis
Blom. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Monden, putes that result in stoppage of
Laurie Monden. Mr. and Mrs. Einar work; or failure to accept suitable
Heino and son Richard. Mr. and employment when offered, or refusal
Mrs. William O'Jala, Mrs. Ida to return to customary self-employ
Bhetinen. Raymond O'Jala. Misses { ment.
Helen O Jala and Vivian O'Jala.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Kellar and
daughters Dorothy and Arlene were
holldaly guests of D; M. Keller and
Wesley Keller. Mr. Keller and fam
BUY
lly dined Sunday .at the home of
Mrs. Keller's parents Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Maxey in Glen Cove.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Parker, with !
PASSENGER—TRUCK
George Parker and daughter Gladys 1 ALL SIZES
PRICES RIGHT
and Miss Hazel Parker were dinner .
NEW TIRES AND
guests Christmas Day of their daugh
ter Mrs. Arthur Cushman in Pair- }
TUBES
Held.
Mrs. Ida Watts and Mrs. Ella Bow
ley of East Union enjoyed Christmas

Honored A Poet

SAVE MONEY!

RETREAD TIRES
MILLER’S GARAGE

Mr.

ROCKPORT

To Invade The Main

The Courier-Gazette

dinner witli
Tolman.

Every-Other-Day
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RANKIN ST.,

and IMrs. Donald

|

ROCKLAND

9&EOT-tf

Mrs Mabel Withee spent Christmas
ett
with Mr. and Mrs. Bertram Gardner
in Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Carroll werc
VES— IS'NT
among the fifteen guests entertained
THINK Of IT/
IT STRANGE HOW
at dinner Christmas Day at the home
SIX WEEKS AGO
CHANGEABLE
A
of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Munsey in
I WAS JUST
CAN BE/
Rockland,
gCRAZV ABOUT
Keith Crockett, a teacher in the
JACKMilo schools, is spending the holi
days wtth his parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Roland Crockett.
Mr. and Mrs Albert Carroll and
Miss Mildred Robinson were dinner
guests Christmas at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Frederick Richards.
Funeral serv.css for Ernest Young
of Lincolnville, who died in Rock
If you knew how much your dollar buys in this
land Saturday were held Monday at
the Russell Funeral Home. Inter
IT IS cur unchangeable policy to offer cnl.v quality furniture at the
clothing event, you wouldn’t want to wait until
ment was in Youngtown Cemetery.
fairest pc .sible prices and most convenient terms. Our modern
afternoon to get here.
Miss Barbara Hunt of the High
suites arc REAL values!
School faculty. Is spending a vacation
It’s our finest clothing .. . the only trouble is that
at her home at Hebrcn.
it's unemployed. Instead of it being where it
Mr and Mrs. E. A Champney
should have been in November, it’s still where
passed Christmas Day at the home
of Mrs. Effie L. Salisbury.
and Mrs. Charles Rhodes of Rockport. i Instrumental numbers etc, in which
it shouldn't be in January . . . and IT’S NOT
WEST ROCKPORT
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Carroll mo
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Heal, son each member took part was followed
GOING TO BE HERE 48 HOURS FROM
tored to Augusta Sunday to call on
Mr. and Mrs. J F Heal entertained Charles and daughters Sylvia and by games, refreshments and distribuNOW IF LOW PRICE WILL MOVE IT.
their day old grandson. Howard Ar a family party of 20 at their home j Charlene and Harold Heal of this i tlca of gifts from a gaily decorated
I tree.
thur Carroll. Jr.
Christmas night Among those pres place. Sandwiches, cocoa, ice cream
Look at these reductions and then look at your
Miss Marion Weidman has returned ent were Mr and Mrs. Marion Heal and cake were served.
watch.
Mr. and IMrs. John Lane of Littlefrom Portland, having passed the and sons Norman and John. Mr.
Tlie lccal 4-H Club held its Christ
holiday with Mr. and Mrs. William and Mrs-. W. D. Heald and daughters mas tree Thursday at the home of the |ton. N. H., spent the holiday week
$37.50
45.00 SUITS.
Talbot in Portland.
Barbara and Kathleen. Mr. and Mrs. leader, Mrs. Henry Keller. A pro end with his parents. Mr and Airs
George Butler and family of Union Kenneth Heal all of Camden. Mr. gram consisting of songs, recitations. Gustave Lane
40.00 SLITS.
32.50
were holiday guests of Mr. and Mrs
30.00
35.CO SLITS.
O. P. Jackson.
25.00
30.00 SLITS.
Mrs. Annie J. Gardiner passed the
holiday weekend with her son-in-law
25.00 SUITS,
20.00
and daughter Mr and Mrs. John
40.00 OVERCOATS.
35.00
Buzzell at Simonton.
35.00 OVERCOATS,
30.00
Mrs. Frances Carleton is enroute
30.00 OVERCOATS,
25.CO
• a Florida where she will spend the
winter.
25.00 OVERCOATS,
20.00
Dr. and Mrs. Ralph Wooster and
daughters, Jane and Judith of Ban
gor were guests of hls parents. Mr
and Mrs. B P Wooster over the
holiday weekend.
The Twentieth Century Club will
meet Friday afternoon at the home
of Miss Marion Weidman instead of
Mrs. Nellie R. Magune as scheduled
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Beverage
and Hon. Obadiah Gardner of Au
gusta were callers Friday at the honr
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles S. Gardner.
Mr. and Mrs Wesley Jewett c
Fortland. Mrs. Grace McAuliffe t
Belfast and Mr. and Mrs. George
Bowden cf Camden were holiday call
ers at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Ernest Wentworth.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Simmons and
daughter Helen of Bath spent Christ
mas with Mrs. Nancy Turner.
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will meet
Wednesday afternoon at the home of
the president. Mrs. Maudi Walker, in1 stead of with Mrs. Minetta Paul as
_______________________
CODFISH CAKES 2 cans 2 3c
planned.
—*
H
Mr. and Mrs. Charles McKinney.
NATION-WIDE
Mrs. Veda Brown and son Neil atTHREE CROW
I tended e family dinner party Christpkg 29c
FORMOSA TEA
I mas Day at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
GROUND NUTMEG
Ralph Brown at Lincolnville Beach
NATION-WIDE
Other guests were Capt. and Mrs.
Frank H. Brown nnd son Frank of
ORANGE PEKOE TEA
Philadelphia, and Mr. and Mrs.
Daniel Pray.
nation-wide
Mrs. Edna Robbins, who has em
ployment in Washington. D. C.,
pkg
spent the holiday weekend with her
son Ailan at thc home of Mr. and
HORMEL
NATION-WIDE
Mrs. Jcseph Wheeler. She will re
SPICED HAM
caln
turn today.
The Johnson Society will hold a
NATION-WIDE
joke Christmas tree Wednesday night
at the home of Mrs. Nana Wentworth.
CORN FLAKES
2««23c
F receding an impressive sermon by
n____________________________ r
pastor Rev. J. W. Hyssong. seven can
didates received the right hand of
f REDUCTION IN unsprung weight which means improved riding
qualities, is the goal of all automobile engineers. Nepa Mack demon tcllowship at the Sunday morning
strates how Buick has accomplished this by the adoption of coil spring
service of worship at the Baptist
NATION WIDE OVEN BAKED BEANS
. 2 && 27c
rear suspension. Her weight and that of the coil springs she is holding
Church. Those admitted to mem
is only slightly more than the weight of the former conventional rear bership by confession were: Mrs.
spring assembly used by Buick last year. Buick rear unsprung weight
Dorothy Lane, Miss Ethel Hall. Miss
KITCHEN QUEEN PEAS SWEET TENDER
■
■ 2 CANS 27<
is now calculated at 9.9 per cent of total car weight, believed to be
Alice Miller. Miss Millicent Roberts.
the lowest in the industry.
I'Miss Leoline Wilson and Irvin Cain;
XLENT TOMATOES....................................23?«?19c
I by letter from the Camden Baptist
Church. Mrs. Maud Carleton. The
church was effectively decorated with
evergreens with a large and beautirT
tully trimmed Christmas tree at
HOLSUM
Sunshine
either side of the stage and blue
PEANUT CRUNCH
1alrb
candle lights in each window.
L. True Spear. Jr. Is spending :
MOTHER'S
vacation from Northeastern Univer
sity Boston, with his parents.
OVEN SERVE OATS
.
27c
This community is grateful to or
r r Special. Comhinalum. I
of its summer residents. Mrs. Mary
EATWELL
MARTINI CRACKERS mtm
Louise Bok. for her generosity in
MACKEREL
.
2 CANS 23c
, EDGEMONT CHEEZ-IT for
sponsoring a project which is giving
so much employment to the townsI men at no expense whatever to the
tcwn. Twenty-one from here are
now employed with the prosects of
DOLE'S PINEAPPLE SLICED NATURAL JUICE .
■
2 CANS 27c
more being added, and the commun
ity is exempt from any expense, wages
H-O OATS COMBINATION lpks*CAKE FLOUR
■
.
FOR 27c
being paid by the WP.A
The streamlined design, all-steel top, and beaver-tail rear of the new 1938
Congratulations are extended to
Chevrolet l'^-ton Panel truck make it outstanding among the larger trucks.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Carroll cf Au
The load space is 112' t inches long, 57' ( inches wide, and 44’j inches high.
FANCY MEDIUM PRUNES................................................
gusta on thc birth Dec. 24 of a son*
This model is built on a 131]^-inch wheelbase chassis.
Howard Arthur, at Augusta General
' Hospital.
LAWRENCE HULLED CORN.........................................
Misses Carolyn Graffam and Miss
Thalice Spear returned Sunday to
YELLOW SPLIT PEAS................................................................. 9c
Cambridge, Mass., having spent the
holiday at their homes.
Fred A. Norwood W.R.C. will meet
RED BREAST SALMON
.
. ............................................... 25c
Friday night after which a Christmas
It is actually hard to believe that such quick and
social with tree will be held. Mem
bers are asked to take a gift for ex
interesting results can come from the Classified Ads
change and also to contribute to
ward refreshments.
in The Courier-Gazette From 10 to 50 answers are
Mrs. Edna Robbins, home from
Washington, D. C„ was dinner guest
frequently received to one advertisement.
kt
Bunday at the home of Mrs. Veda
Browh,

:

cz-

FURNITURE GO:

Leave a note for your milkman
to gei you up early.

GREGORY’S

2’a%19c

33c

MACARONI or SPAGHETTI
PREPARED SPAGHETTI

9c

10c

31c

V/z-Ton Panel

23c

KRISPY
^CRACKERS

XT

17$

?klg817c
&en19c

HARD TO BELIEVE

.NATION-WIDE

SERVICE

GROCERS

Every-Other-Day
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Aurora Lodge will have work on
the Master Mason degree tomorrow
night, on the occasion of inspection
by Edgar C. Ames, D.D.G.M.

J2P DECEMBER i«
3 ! M I T ; W i*T' F. i 8

MRS. CHARLES F. LEWIS

WALDO THEATRE

The Senior Class group will con
tinue Its series of private dances in
the tower room at Community Build
ing. utilizing Priday night this week.

j
’ uSStl
.5[6|7T8'gjl.0lg
1213'1<5T617 IR
192021 22232425
2627 28 29(30 3 L *

r Members of thc American Legion'
Auxiliary are requested to be at the
Legion hall Wednesday at 1 p. m„ to
help with thc Christmas party pre- j
parations.

“MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY”
TELEPHONE WALDOBORO HMI

MON.-TUES., DEC. 27-28

No Matinee
Single evening show at eight
JOAN BLONDELL and

ERROL FLYNN

Goago Class and Christian En
deavor Society of Plrst Baptist
Church will hold a Joint social and I
tree Wednesday evening at 7.30!
church vestry. Please be prompt.
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Jan. 1—New Year's Eve—Milk Fund Your admission will be a ten cent
Ball at Community Building, auspices jpke gift.

TALK OF THE TOWN

Rockland PT.A.
jan 3 (10 a. m l—Inauguration of New
Dlty Government.
Jan 3—Knox-Waldo Schoolmen's Club
meats In this city.
Jan. 21 (3 to 9 301—Educational Club
meets at Grand Army hall
Feb 4—Waldoboro—High School birth
day party at auditorium
Feb io—Boy Scout Circus at Commu
nity ouiiaing.
Feb. 21-26—Community Fair at Com
munity Building.

A hospital bulletin reports the con
dition of six-year old Charles Shadie
as ''improving.” The child was in
jured seriously just before Christmas
when hit by a car, but Santa Claus is
no stranger to Knox Hospital and
I found hls way there with no difficulty. |

THE WEATHER

There's always somebody taking
the joy out of life. This morning
lt was Maurice Wellman of Warren
who struggled into the office under
a weight of winter wraps, and an
nounced that it was 8 degrees below
zero in his town. Nothing like that
ln Rockland however. Good, con
servative thermometers. New Deal or'
Old. said 10 above at sunrise, but
Rockland Breakwater failed to stop
the keen atmosphere which swept tn
over the bay, making the average per
son want to hang onto his ears.
And on that northeast breeze was
borne the sound of the Breakwater
fog-horn. Bare ground ln Rockland
and two to six inches of snow all
around it. Forty-six days to Lin
coln's Birthday.

The annual after Christmas party .
for the Sons of Legion and thc Junior
Auxiliary will be held at the Legion
hfall Wednesday evening at 730.
There will be an entertainment and
Old Santa will be there to distribute
gifts to all youngsters big and little.
Refreshments will be served and par
ents are invited.

With the raising of sufficient funds
to make possible the supplying of
milk dally to Rockland school children
who need this perfect food, the Rock
iand Parent-Teacher Association is
sponsoring a New Year's Milk Fund
Ball to be held Saturday night at
Community Building. The entire pro
ceeds will be deveted to the pur
chase of milk.

iu

“The Perfect Specimen”
WEDNESDAY, DEC. 23
No Matinee
Evenings Seven and Nine
BANK NIGHT
SIIIRLEY ROSS

EDWARD ARNOLD
in

“Blossoms On Broadway”
THURS.-FRI., DEC. 30-31

Matinees both days at 2.30
Evenings at eight o'clock
From the pages of Queen Vic
toria's own diaries rolls the drama
of Public and Private Life that
trembled the world—and built its
mightiest empire!

“VICTORIA

THE GREAT”
with

ANNA NEAGLE
IL B. WARNER
ANTON WALBROOK
and a east cf thousands
Wcndious Scenes in Technicolor

I

Mrs. Isabelle R. Lewis, who died
in Bangor, Priday. Dec. 24. after a
I short illness, was born in Clark
Island, Oct. 31, 1880. daughter of
James and Christina McCondhie.
After the death of her parents,
J when she was still a young woman,
she came to Rockland, where she had
I since made her home. In January,
19C5, she was married to Charles F.
j Lewis who survives tier, together with
a son. Oeorge P. lewis
Mrs. Lewis was a loyal and very
active member of Golden Rod Chapter, O.ES., and Miriam Rebekah
j Lodge. Much credit is due her. as a
( member of both orders, for much of
I thc benefit work done as it was by her
! instigation and through her perse1 verance that much of their chari! table work has been accomplished.
She will be greatly missed as a mem
ber and by a host of friends.
Her life was devoted to her family
j and home but she always had time
I to extend help to anyone in need. She
I was especially thoughtful of chil §
dren, always thinking of little things
that mean so much in a child’s life.
Funeral services were held at the
late residence Monday afternoon.
The abundance of beautiful flowers
testified of the the loving regard uni
versally felt for Mrs. Lewis. Inter
ment was in the family lot in Sea view
cemetery. Tlie bearers were Harvey
Crowley, cflarles Thornton, Milton
Rollins and Walter Dimick.
Besides her husband and son, she
leaves one brother. George McCon
chie. Monson. Mass.; three sisters,
Georgina Baum.
Clark • Island;
Beatrice McConchie, Newark, N. J.,
Mary Shomaker, New York, N. Y.

Slight advance in price—Orches
tra. 45c; Mezzanine, 55c; Itax in
cluded). No scats reserved.

M. E. WOTTON & SON
ROCKLAND, MAINE

P. N. CORSET SCOOP
These Corsets Are NEW—
They Are NOT Close-Out Numbers
The Practical Front garments in this event are, without question, the finest merchandise ever offered to the con
sumer at the price, and far exceed any other values we have ever givers, with style and quality comparable.
We are offering three of the best selling styles in Practical Front garments. 4 hey arc genuine sale value, mak
ing it possible for you to purchase the $9.00 corsets and comfolettes for $6.00, the $8.00 models for $5.00.
Model "U"—PRACTICAL FRONT CORSET—a neat gar
ment in fine brocade—made fcr the mere slender figure.
Cleverly slenderizing but thoroughly eomfottable with it;
inner vest and special elastic top.

$8.00 value........ $5.00
Model “CU”—PRACTICAL FRONT COMFOLETTE—for the
more slender figure—fancy figured batiste with swami-top
inner vest and elastic top. Long lovely unbroken lines for
the wearer of this handsome feundation.

$8.00 value........ $5.00
Model ”CV”—PRACTICAL FRONT COMFOLETTE—for thc
fuller figure—another exceptional value. Flattering all-incnc foundation of beautiful breeade with self material top.
featuring the famous Practical Front inner vest specially
designed to give extra abdominal Apport. Perfect control
f.r trcublcscme curves—elegant foundation fcr fashion’s
nt we t gowns.

$9.00 value ••••.... $6.00

MRS. LOUISE SMITH

Mrs. Louise M. Smith, widow of the
(i late James W. Smith, died at the
home of her daughter, Mrs. Henry
Many of the stores will be closed (
E. Comins, with whom she had made
Saturday in observance of New;
her home in recent years.
The telephone company played Year's Day.
Mrs. Smith was a daughter of the
Santa
ln
all
departments
at
the
local
The schools of Owl's Head. South
late James and Sophronia Paul of
office giving $49 80 to the Belfast
Some kind friend at Sailors' Snug Rcckport where she was born, but
Thomaston. Cushing and Friencship
area, $42.30 to Red Cross, for use Harbor sends us a copy of the Christ
will open Jan. 3.
camd to Rockland when a girl, where
among needy children; donating $5.40 mas program. The "Old Salts” must I
she married and made her home. She
Mrs. Caro A. Maxey was a winner to a local needy family, plus the have had a flne time.
was a member of the First Baptist
last week in the Chisholm Spa Du $18 40 contributed by the linemen
Church for 40 years.
rand chocolate contest, winning a box The sums were used for stockings,
Presidential economy has decreed
Besides Mrs. Comins she leaves two
shoes and toys, and helped make that the number of C.C.C. camps shall j other daughters, Mrs. James Lewis of
of the confection.
Christmas fcr several youngsters.
be cut in half according to the press ' Marion. Mass., and Mrs. Clarence H.
Basketball players in the Alumni
announcements this morning.
I Shaw of Bridgeport. Conn.; also a
game Wednesday night are not eligi
Every so often there comes a pic
! son, Ralph A. Smith of this city.
ble if graduated more than four ture which everybody simply must
Angus McLoud, well known truck She leaves flve grandchildren. Louise,
years ago.
see. Such a picture is "Wells Fargo,"
man who had his headquarters at Corinne and Robert Smith of Rock- j
the stirring and inspiring story of,
ill turn ; land, and James and Paul Lewis of j
Breach of the traffic laws brought the building“““and maintaing' 'of‘ The Brcok, suffered a serious
......
'
_
last
week,
and
is
a
patient
at
Knox Marion.
two Knox County men before Judge America s first lifeline of empire—the 1
Hospital.
Dwinal in Municipal Court yesterday. Wells Fargo Trail. "Wells Fargo”
Through co-operation of the N.Y.A.
Both were acquitted.
which plays New Year's eve at Strand
The sound system of Community it has been possible to secure tha
Theatre, is a big picture, taken from
The 1938 Maine number plates are history and painted on heroic canvas Building is being built at the plant services of James Flanagan as ac
in evidence—green letters on what is | with bold and daring strokes. The of the Berkshire Company and actual tivities director at Community Euildsupposed to be aluminum back big cast of over 100 Is headed by Joel installation will start Jan. 8. House- in?- thus enabling the plant to begin
ground. It's rather an attractive McCrea. Frances Dee and Bob Burns. Sherman. Inc , will be permanent ' Its social service at once. In addition
agents in charge cf the system. This to Mr. Flanagan the N.Y.A. will also
combination.
It is a story which will thrill and in
installation is the gift of the Rock- provide assistants. All the N Y A
spire you. See it.
land Lions Club, a splendid piece of asks in return is definite periods of
Roma McKnight. an invalid for
| social work for underprivileged chilseveral yeare, died Christmas day at
The Maine Real Estate Association community service.
I dren. and this factor is an important
his home in Caldwell. Kansas. Mr
... „ . .
_ .
will hold a meeting at the Elmwood
part of the organization's wcrk as
McKnight was the brother of Miss , Ho;e, Watervllle Me 0Il Saturday.
Postmaster Edward C Moran and
originally planned. The bowling alleys
Margaret McKnight, Union street.
Jan. 8, 1938. Executive Board meet Assistant Postmaster Henry C. Chatto
religious director of the Knox Coun ing at 1030 a. m. Association meet were busy congratulation each other at The Building are being given an
nf I extra few days' rest while the paint
ty Association for Rural Religious ing at 11 a. m. Luncheon at 12.30 yesterday- tIt. was .uthe birthday of
'
.
,
on the cement sections gets set.
Education.
each,
and
it
will
interest
thelr
friends
p. m. with Ray J. Smart of Water
ville and Director of the Maine Real to know they are of exactly the same
4-H Club county champions and
A man who has visited every State ,
Estate Association acting as toast age and were born in the same town. club leaders meet at the University
of tlie Union will address thc Lions
Maine, Dee. 30-Jan 1, for their an
master. Speakers will be Raymond And of course everybody else ls joinClub tomorrow—Orrett Robinson, L. White of Waterville, subject “Real ing in the congratulations,
nual
state contest.
tormer Warren ball player who is
Estate Mortgages From An Investnow an instructor on the staff of the
ment Man's Point of View," and CarOfficers of Townsend Club No. 2 [
mean temperature on the
roll N. Perkins "The Place of Rea! j elected yesterday are: President. Mrs. planet SatUrn is about 300 degrees
bers are looking forward to a most Estate Brokers From a lawyer's | Minnie G. Miles; vice president, Mrs. below
leaving no doubt as to
interesting session.
Standpoint.”
William Young; secretary. Alton E
bejng mean. —Exchange
Young; treasurer. Mrs Nettie Hunt- I ,
The Navigation School at thc Mc
ley. Members of advisory board are i
The
WCT.U.
held
its
Christmas
Lain school building opened Monday
Clarence R. Dornan. Alvin Arnold,
ANNOUNCEMENT!
night with free classes in piloting, meeting at the Home For Aged
Charles Lawrence, Ralph W Davis.
Women
with
the
women
of
the
Home
dead reckoning and nautical astrono
RE-OPENING OF THE
my and will continue four nights a as special guests. Greetings were ex- 1 William Young; district board. A. L
week. Capt. L. A. Crockett wel tended by thc president. Mrs. Clara Shute.
comes everyone. The instruction is Emery. A resolution of sympathy
was extended to 6. F. Studley and
free.
BORN
family of Medomak on the death of YOUNO At Camden Community Hos
pital. Der 25. to Mr and Mrs David
Rockland Townsend Club No 1 Mrs. Evie Studley. for many years
Grant Young ot Rockland, a son.
holds its election of officers tomorrow president of Lincoln County W.C.T.U..
David. Jr.
night at K. P hall. The meeting will and a well known worker and press FOSTER- At Rockland Dec 8 to Mr.
SATURDAY, DEC. 11
and Mrs Hartford Foster, a aon. Hart
start promptly at 7 o'clock. Mem correspondent. Under direction of
ford. Jr—| Correction I
6 CHESTNUT ST. CAMDEN, ME.
bers of the entertainment committee Miss Mabel Seavey the following wea CARROLL—At Augusta. Dec 24, to Mr
147-143
and Mrs Howard Carroll formerly of
are arranging a Christmas party in rendered program was given: Devo
Rockport, a son. Howard Arthur.
cluding a tree laden with gifts for tions. led by Mrs. Gene Atherton;
the club members. Lunch as usual
violin solo. Barbara Robinson; read
MARRIED
ing. Mrs. Edith Tweedie. "If We OROVFR-PELl.ETlER- At Portland. Dec
Claremont Commandery. K. T. will Hadn't Come;" solo. Ruth Dorman,
25. by Rev Franklin Cole. Vesper
Grover ol Rockland and Miss Lillian
have Its annual installation next "A Christmas Song;" accordion solo.
Pelletier of Boston.
Monday night. The elective officers Mrs. Eula Munro, Hark the Herald OLOVER-LaCROSSE At Rockland. Dec
26 bv Rev Fr J. A Flynn, Howe W j
are: John A. Stevens, eminent com Angels Sing;" recitation. Muriel
Olover and Miss Mary T LaCrosse
mander; Ernest A. Rogers, generalis Adams. "The Angels' Song;” clari
both of Rockland.
—At Camden, Dec
simo; Harold L. Rackliff. captain net solo. Marian Dorman, "It Came FREEMAN-MILLIKEN
AND
25 by Rev Weston P Holman, John
Freeman of Rockland and Miss Mary 1
general; Robert A. Webster, senior Upon the Midnight Clear;” recitation.
Milliken of Camden.
•warden; Raymond Watts, junior Norman Munro. 'December;" reading, SMITH-ALEX ANDER -At Rockland. Dec
25. by Rev J. Charles MacDonald
■warden; Edward R. Veazie. prelate; Roger Conant, "The Man Who Missed
Clifford R Smith and Miss Ruth AlexArthur F. Wisner, treasurer; Harold Christmas;” singing, in unison; the
ander, both of Camden.
H. Hanscom, recorder; Howard E. Doxology. Gifts and bags of candy
Crozier, standard bearer; Carl Morse, for all the guests were distributed
DIED
RANKIN ST.. ROCKLAND. ME.
sword 'bearer' George Sandner. from a gaily decorated Christmas SIINOSBY—At Lynn. Mass., Dec 26.
Hannah C.. widow ot Albert Slingsby- I
123-Th-tf
warder.
tree, arranged by Mrs. Alice Kit
aged 79 years
Prayers at 23 Chase I
street.
Lynn.
Tuesday
at
7
p
m.
Fu

tredge. She was assisted in the dis
neral Friday at 2 o'clock from Long
Before stock-taking sale at Bur tribution by Miss Ernestine Getchell
Cove chapel.
dell's Dress 3hop.—adv.
155-lt and Muriel Adams.
HOWARD—At
Thomaston. Dec.
26. :
Fred O. Howard, aged 50 years. 7

PLEASE NOTE—These numbers eannot be duplicated

when this allotment is closed out
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CAMDEN
Raymond Snow

of

the

Green Gables included: Mr. and
Mrs. W. E. Gill, Boston; Dr. DerRadio naistkervlck. Nashville, Tenn. Dr. j

School Band, U. S. A., of Fort Mon- Thoms and son Bobby of Boston;
mouth. N. J., is spending the holi- Charles F. T. Seaverns, Hartford;
days with his mother, Mrs. Mary Houghton Severance. Brattleboro.
Vermont.
Snow.
The ice was scraped at the Hosmer
Fred Cotta, a student at the Went
Fond Snow Bowl and a large crowd
worth Institute in Boston, is holiday
enjoyed the skating and skiing Sun
guest of relatives in town.
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Shibles of
Mrs. Ruth Coliemer is charman
East Douglas. Mass., are visiting Mr. Qf the coffee given by the memben
and Mrs. Frank L. Kennedy.
ol the Bublnstein club in the Uni.
Mr. and Mrs. Newell Davis of versalist vestry in Rockland Friday
Providence, are in town for a few at, n o'clock. Mrs. Coliemer will
Qaysread a paper on musical activities in
Mr and Mrs. Zlatko Balokvic of the state of Pennsylvania, preceding
New York city, members of the sum- a musical program. Refreshments
mer colony, are spending the holi- will be served.
days here.
Miss Emma Norton is guest of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert McCobb of friends in East Union.
Mrs. Louis Sawyer and children. ;
Philadelphia are visiting his brother,
Miss Mida Sawyer and Miss Corinne
Clayton McCobb.
Arthur Gove and William Gove of Sawyer are in Warren on a visit.
Brookline, Mass., are guests of their , Donald Spaulding is visiting his j
cunt, Mrs. Anna Mixer.
! !a’her, Wallace Spaulding in ThomThe employes cf the Kncx Wcolen ®ston.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Batty of
Co. received a bonus of $25 for
Spruce Head are occupying the L. B.
Christmas.
Miss Mary Milliken of this town Daucett house on Park street,
and John Freeman of Rockland werc
Mr and Mrs- E'raer Brown of New |
united in marriage Saturday night at York city are guests of her parents
the Methodist parsonage by Rev.
and Mrs. David Langman.
Weston P. Holman, thc single ring
Virgil Gardiner who has employservice being used. They were at- nient in Gardiner and who was home
tended by Mr. and Mrs. George lor the Christinas holidays, leaves
Mutch. Tiie newly wedded couple lllLs week for Fairfield to enter the
will reside in Rockland. Mr. Free- Central Maine Sanatorium for treatman is employed in the Thomaston ment.
Cement plant.
The three year old son of Mr. and
Miss Jchcphinc Wentworth spent Mrs Gilbert Laite was taken MonChristmas
with
relatives
in daY to the hospital in Waterville for
Rochester. N. H.
’tie removal of a coin which was
William Wellman of Searsmont is lcd«cd in the larynx. The little lelguest of his sister, Mrs. Fred Dean low was taken first to Community
Maynard Heal has returned to Hospital where an X-ray showed the
Bloomfield. N. J., after spending thc location of the coin but as
holidays with his parents, Mr. and the^' did not Have thc proper
Mrs. Daniel Heal.
instruments for removing it, he was
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Rich. Sr., of rushed to Waterville.
New York city, are at their Roxmont
Mrs Raymond Stockwell of Boston
Farm cn the Hope road.
i is spending a few days in town.
Robert Trask of Gorham Normal |
....
school spent the Christmas recess
Smith-Alexander
with his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Miss Ruth Alexander, daughter of
1 raskJ Mr. and IMrs. Frank IP. Alexander and
E. B. Putnam has returned to Dan- Clifford R. Smith, both of this town
lorth after several days’ stay in town, were married in Rockland Saturday
Llewellyn Bridges of South Port- morning by IRev. Charles MacDonald,
land spent Christmas with his the single ring service being used,
paicnts. Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Bridges. Both are employed by the Knox
Ormand Fogg has returned from a Woolen Co.
visit with his sister. Mrs. John Chai- I Christmas Day was also the 41st
mers in Brewer.
: wedding anniversary of the bride's
Frederick Milliken of Philadelphia parents. The couple were attended
is guest of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. by the bride's sister. Miss Frances
George Milliken
Alexander, and Fred Shipper.
Miss Ruth Damery, a student at
Mr. and Mrs. Smith will make
Bryant & Stratton s Business College thelr home In this town
J in Boston is passing a vacation with
(her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Before stock-taking sale at Bur
Damery.
dell's Dress Shop.—adv.
155-lt
R. |M. Shaw of iPittsfield spent
I Christmas witn his son, Eugene
WEST ROCKPORT
(Shaw.
Tuesday Club was entertained at a
Mr. and Mrs. Merton Johnson were
j among the group of 14 young persons 'Christmas party at the home of Mrs.
who attended a party given Thurs Harvey Lunden. Refreshments were
day night by Mr. and Mrs. Ralph serrved from a table decorated to
Hunt. A Christmas tree was enjoyed ret leet the holiday season. The cen
AMBULANCE SERVICE j alter which a gift was presented to terpiece consisted of a sugar-plum
Mr. and Mrs. Hunt. Games were tree laden with apples, pears and
played and apples,, candy and corn grapes with fruits under the tree
' balls were served. Owing to the icy tlanked with beautiful sprays of
TEL. 662
condition of the roads, many of those Norway pine and cones On either
9 CLAREMONT ST. ROCKLAND
side of the centerpiece were red
Invited were unable to attend.
98tf
Holiday and weekend guests at candles surrounded by evergreen

FIRST ESSENTIALS FOR
SCIENTIFIC LAUNDERING
For glraming. sanitary, snowy white washes without long
hours cf drudgery, you must have thc latest scientific equip
ment the market affords.
The Bendix Home Laundry is just that—THE LATEST
SCIENTIFIC LAUNDRY EQUIPMENT. It answers the
prayer cf millions of women who seek relief from the drudg
ery and wastefulness of present day washing methods.
Utterly new and completely revolutionary in operation, the
Bendix Home Laundry with its automatic action takes all
the work cut cf washing, rinsing and damp-drying of elothes.
And its smart, compact design provides the utmost in con
venience, with a new conception of beauty.

Demenstiaticns at our store 2.00 P. M. Tuesday and Wed
nesday.

PARKER E. WORREY
65 PARK STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.
155-lt

1938 Ford V-8 Standard Tudor Sedan

NU-WAY
SANDWICH
BAR

USED CARS
BOUGHT
SOLD

MILLER’S GARAGE

Burdell's Dress Shop. Formal and
semi-formal dresses, for the New
Year parties.—adv.
155-lt

Sale on Evening Dresses all this
week. Alfreda Perry. 7 Limerock
street.
155-lt
NOTICE OF ANNUAL MEETING
The regular annual meeting of the.
Incorporators of Knox County General
Hospital will be held at the William ;
Bok Home at 7.30 p. m.. Monday. Jan- ,
uary 10. 1938. for the election of officers
and directors, and transacting such other
business as may legally come beforp
salet meeting
ENSIGN OTIS. Secretary.

December 20, 1937

153-155

BURPEE’S
MORTICIANS

Ambulance Service

months. 15 days Funeral Wednesday |
at 2 o'clock from Cushing funeral i
home. Burial ln Thomaston cemetery.
BENNER—At Waldoboro. Dec 26 Ella j
A. widow of Roscoe L. Benner aged 74
vears. 7 months. 12 days. Funeral
Wednesday at 2 o'clock from resi
dence. Interment In Comery ceme
tery
YOUNO—At Rockland. Dec 25. Ernest ;
Young, native of Lincolnville, aged 70 '
years. 10 months. 1 day. Interment ln
Lincolnville.

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express cur thanks to the
TELS. $90 AND 781-1
many friends for the beautiful floral
I tributes, also to those who so kindly
361-365 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAN’Dl lent thelr cars ln our recent bereave- I
ment.
119-tf I | Charles F. Lewis. Mr and Mrs. Oeorge I
F Lewis, Brother and Bisters.

Russell Funeral Home

OST popular of all tho Ford V-8
body types is the standard
Tudor sedan, shown above. A longer
hood, more sweeping lines and
newly-designed front end, grille,
louvres, fenders and hubcaps are
featured. The car is available either
with 85 horsepower or 60 horse
power V-8 engine. Interiors are at
tractively appolntcd. Tho front seat
is full width. The seat hack 13 divid

M

ed. The sections are hinged diag
onally and swing Inward as they are
tipped forward so as to leav a wide
passageway on either sido for en
trance to the rear seat. Like all
Ford body types tho Tudor sedan
has a large bullt-ln luggage com
partment. The standard cars are
engineered for owners who dniand
the maximum of economy in flrst
cost and operating cost.

wreaths. The place cards were plain .recitations, plays and songs by mem
■white with a pine cone dipped in bers of the three schools with songs
silver paint andl a sprig of green at and a saxophone solo by other m -mtached. The crabmeat salad was bers of the local church school,
served m an edible holiday box 'Christmas hymns by the congregaiormed of saltlncs and tied with red ' tion and Scripture and prayer by the
ribbon and ,a sprig of artificial holly 1 pastor. Santa Claus arrived to "pick
on the plate. Hot rolls, olives and the tree" every child being presenied
coffee accompanied this course which with a gift and bag of candy, nuts
was followed by a Christmas custard iand an orange.
pudding and holly-wreath cookies.
Following this, Santa Claus and
Pencil and paper games preceded thc those who had helped in decorating
lunch and distribution of gifts fol and preparing the bags, Rev. and
lowed it. The tree was attractively Mrs. Hyssong and Deacon and Mrs.
decorated with star-like lights and Walker were invited to the home of
candles were at the windows.
Mr. and Mrs E. S. Orbeton where rePercy Bryant Jr. of the C.C.C. camp lreshments were served and a social
at Bar Harbor spent several days re time enjoyed.
cently with his sister Mrs. Vernon
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Andrews. Mrs.
Tolman.
Margaret Andrews and family, Daniel
A commnity Christmas tree for Andrews. Nancy Andrews and Elsie
children of the three rural schools— 'Andrews were members of a family
Rockville, Simonton and West Rock party entertained Christmas Day by
port—was held Friday night at the Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Munsey at
church The program consisted ot thelr home in Rockland,

Page Fouf 'wn

APPLETON RIDGE

HOLLYWOOD
STAR-LITES
$$$

‘ALCATRAZ ISLAND”

By Ronald Coleman
Hollywood — (Exclusive) — About
this time of the year we always get
that fever and pick the 10 best pic
tures of the last 12 months. And this
year being no exception we pick:
“The Good Earth" heads the list
as the picture of the year. With
Paul Muni and Luise Rainer in the
leads we can't see how the Academy
can do anything else but give these
two persons the Award for the best
acting for a second year in a row.
Paul Muni’s second picture of the
year “Life of Emile Zola" also takes
the second place in the year’s ten
best. A very close third is the ex
citing sea opus “Captains Courage
ous" with Freddie Bartholomew
and Spencer Tracy.
"A Star Is Born" easily takes
fourth place in the list. It starred
Frederic March and Janet Gaynor
and was tops.
“Conquest" with Greta Garbo and Ann Sheridan and John Litel, in a remantie seen; from the thrilling melo
Charles Boyer rates fifth position in
drama “Alcatraz Island."
the list of best pictures. It cost $3.COO.OOO and was worth it from be
ginning to end. The performance of
“Alcatraz Island." a Warner Bros Maguire, from an exclusive boarding
Boyer would rate the Academy award melodrama, ts to have its first local
school, and take her to live with him
if it wasn't for Paul Muni.
showing Wednesday and Thursday at When he is imprisoned for income tax
For sixth place we nominate “Lost Strand Theatre.
evasion, his one wish is to get out as
Horizon" with Ronald Colman. PerIt is said the story isn't merely one .-oon as his term is up to rejoin his
haps it had the most unusual theme of jj(e
the stone walls of th? daughter, now in love with a district
of any opus during the year. The paCifl<«.ttashed prison. There's plenty attorney. Gordon Oliver, and his own
Bamuel Goldywn production “Dead of action on the mainland, both be sweetheart. Ann Sheridan. How this
End" starring Sylvia Sidney.
fore and after the protagonist—one desire is thwarted time and again by
In keeping with the times The Qat jjrady played by John Litel—is a former mobman seeking revenge
Awful Truth must take eighth place confined for income-tax evasion.
brings us through the various prisons
for its silly and laughable theme | The story itself deals with a power in the story, thus forming as power
Irene Dunne and Cary Grant were ful racketeer. John Litel. who is ful a background as has been seen,
never better. “Stage Door" starring forced to remove his daughter. Mary —adv.
Katharine Hepburn. Ginger Rogers [
and Adolphe Menjou rates number
nine spot.
The tenth position goes to another
comedy which is wowing audiences ■
everywhere. It is “Nothing Sacred"
with Fredric March and Carole Lom
bard. It is really a top notch comedy.
And there they are. Now how doI
these compare with yours?

Clean Auto Radiator First,
Then Put In Anti-Freeze

While on the subject of the ten
best we might go a little farther|
along and pick the outstanding events
in motion pictures during the year
of 1837.
The death of Jean Harlow was the
most outstanding event of the year
and the greatest loss to the film in
dustry. The second most important
item was the first film appearance I
of Charlie McCarthy and Edgar Ber
gen.
The third event was the breakup |
of a couple that seemed headed altar
way. We mean Sonja Henie and
Tyrone Power. His steady compan
ion these days is Janet Gaynor.
Fourth most outstanding thing was I
the discovery of the singing voice of
Simone Simon in her latest “Love j
and Hisses.”
The wholesale invasion of the
motion picture industry into radio I
was the next most important event'
and made the fifth spot. The sixth
event was the invasion of the Ameri
can producers into the London film 1
field.
The next item was the reuniting of
that famous comedy team of Laurel
and Hardy. Eighth event was the
wide sweeping use of color films.
Paul Muni’s ability to stay on top
again this year was the ninth out
standing feature. The last event was
the completion of the first feature
length cartoon.
• • • •
“Daughter of Shanghai" starring
Anna May Wong and Philip Ahn. It
is one of the best thrillers we’ve seen
in a long while and as we predicted
Ahn. the young Korean actor, steals
the picture away from everyone. He
plays the oriental G-man. Watch
for it, and take the kids. It has
plenty of action.
Edward G. Robinson, who dies in
the “Last Gangster,” has met death
in half of the 24 films he has made
. . . Anna Sten has taken out her
first citizenship papers . . . Gene
Autry's records outsell Bing Crosby's
three to one. Here is an interesting
sidelight about Autry’s studio. His
pictures cost about $50,000 because
they are comparatively simple and
gross something like $250,000 to $500,000.
Joan Blondell. christened Rose, was
born in New York city, Aug. 30, 1900
. . . She was carried on the stage at
the age of four months . . . She has
been on the stage for 20 years . . .
First married George Barnes in 1933 j
... In 1934 little Norman Scott Barnes
was born ... In 1935 there was a
separation ... In 1936 she married
Dick Powell . . . She has grey eyes,
weighs 115 pounds.

Truck covers, spray hoods, canvas
of all kinds. Power machir.: stitch- I
lng. Awnings stored. Rockland Awn- }
ing Co., 16 Willow St.
WE Bl"Y

OLD

GOLD

AND SILVER

CLARENCE E. DANIELS
JEWELER
ROCKLAND

$70 MAIN ST.

Every-OtKer-Day
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By G. W. SHERIN
Chemical Specialties Expert, E. I.
du Pont de Nemours & Company

) some motorists, the car radi
r
ator is a public nuisance that attack the aluminum and aluminumtakes too much water in the sum

alloy found in many modern en
mer, and too much anti-freeze in gines. Use a non-acid radiator
the winter. Yet the radiator is the cleaner made by a dependable
most important part of the car’s manufacturer and guaranteed to bp
cooling system and requires care harmless.
ful attention.
If your radiator functions proper If you do the job yourself, simply
ly, the hot water from the engine drain the radiator, pour in the
flows through its thin wall tubes cleaner and fill up with water. Run
and ls cooled. But, grease, rust the motor about thirty minutes
and dirt eventually collect on the with the front of the radiator part
inside walls of the cooling system ly covered to cause beating. The
and Interfere with the circulation. hot solution will circulate and dis
The result is an overheated en solve the scum. Drain the radiator,
gine. For that reason the radiator and refill with fresh water and run
should be cleaned at regular inter the motor until the water warms
vals. Especially before adding and opens the thermostat. The hot
anti-freeze, the radiator needs a water will then flow into the radi
thorough cleaning and the job ator and the rinsing water should
should be done now before cold be allowed tc drain out. One
cleaning and a good rinsing should
weather sets in.
It is not sufficient merely to drain do the job.
The radiator can also be cleaned
the radiator and fill it with fresh
water, because water will not dis while the car is ln service. Drive
solve scum nor free rust deposits. about two hundred miles before
Nor will high-pressure flushing draining and flushing. Avoid high
alone do the Job. A strong solvent speeds and keep the radiator well
must be used to dissolve the scum filled. Cleaning solutions foam at
before flushing will force it out.
high temperatures. If the hot solu
Caution should be used in select tion should boil over the finish of
ing the cleaning agent. Sal soda he car, rinse it off promptly with
lye, and some other cleaning com water to prevent damage to the
pounds are dangerous, because thej paint.

MAINE MOTORIST

Shoppers in Rockland recently
were Mrs. A H. Moody. Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph Moody and sons, 'Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Sprowl. Mrs Abner Grant.
Mrs. L. N Moody. Lucy Moody, Lau
rence MocZy. Warren Moody. Mrs
Thomas Williams and cnildren. Ma
bel Fitzgerald and Gwendolyn Fitz
gerald.
Mrs. A G P.tman apd sons were
Belfast visitors Wednesday

Miss Virginia Black is home from

And How It Nearly Caused West Hartford for the Christmas re

a Riot On Vinal Haven’s cess.

Miss Elizabeth Gray a student at
St. Barnabas hospital passed Christ
It would take a Solomon, a Phila mas with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
George Gray.
delphia lawyer and a Oeorge Mac
Mrs. Louise Wareham and daugh
Donald to straighten out the tangle
ter Ellen and Miss Ethelyn Strickthat ensued when Walter Lyford's!^ are spending the holidays in
i Longfellows tangled on the Cascade ' town
Mis. Mabel Mullin and Infant son
Alley's with The Red Raiders, a team I Mr. and Mrs. R. Mont Afey reare spending the winter with Lizzie
co-captained by Goose Arey and j turned Saturday to Rochester, N. Y..
Maddocks.
Barney Erickson. From all reports j having been in town visit his mother
• • • •
School Notes
that filtered back from the front it Mrs. Eliza Arey
Miss Sara Bunker returned Friday
Few tardy marks were made by the was one of the wildest and wickedest
children in the primary and grammar battles ever staged in that historic from Ridgewood. N. J., to spend the
amphitheatre, and its aftermath is Christmas recess with her parents.
rooms.
Pupils in the grammar room hav one of the season’s cross word puzzles. Mr and Mrs. Nelson Bunker.
It a>l happened when luckless
ing perfect attendance for the term
Capt. George Lawry returned Satare: Eff.e Hill. Gwendolyn Fitzgerald, Maurice Teel, who was keeping the day from Hartford. Conn.
Mabel Fitzgerald Rupert Fish. Mil score announced that the match had j Malcolm Hopkins of Worcester,
dred Griffin. Carolyn Hart. Dorothy ended in a tie. and the two teams Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Sanof
Salo. Walter Fuller and Royce Mil then proceeded to roll another string, j
of WaterviHe
Waterville were
were weekend
ler; in the primary room. Clarence In the last string the Red Raiders guetss of Mr. and Mrs. L. W. San
Don. Margaret Fuller. Kathleen put on the pressure and steamed in born.
Smith. Pau: Jones. Jr, Elizabe.h Ful- 1 “head by 18 pins, but this is not ail j
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Lewis of Ridge
ler. Priscinlla. Grace. Robert Stan- of the story.
wood. N. J., are visiting his mother,
ford and Basil Gushee. Melisande J As given t° the fans and the teams
Mrs. J S. Black.
Jcnes. and Joan Proctor
th* result was an 8-pin win for the
Mr. and Mrs. W. A Smith returned
A sew.ng and manual training ■ Raiders and all nands departed from
Monday
to Augusta having passed the
project has been carried on by the the alleys, exhausted, but thinking it
holiday with Mr. and Mrs. Oscar C.
pupils of the upper grades and was I had been a grand scrap.
enjoyed bv all.
! 171(1 next da>' however, in the cold Lane.
Rev. and Mrs. Arthur Leigh are ex
Much interest was shown by the | ^ay [1«ht of noonday and reason, it
pected home Thursday from Waterboys and girls in all the rooms in the was discovered that there had been
town. where they spent Christmas
Village school in the sale of the an error of 10 pins in the accounting
with relatives.
and
that
really
the
challenging
Long

Christmas Seals to help aid in the
Capt. and Mrs. Luther Burns and
fellows
had
won
the
scheduled
threefight against tuberculosis.
The
sons of Atlantic, Mass., are in town
string
match
by
10
pins,
as
a
total
Grammar School sold $430; primary
for the Christmas vacation guests of
school. $3 75; and the High School. of the first three strings below will
his father Capt. William Burns.
show.
As
they
had
anted
up
to
the
$2. Rupert Fish. Grade VII sold the
Misses Barbara Brown and Hester
greatest number in tlie Grammar cashier, however there was cold com
Brown are spending the Christmas
fort
in
this.
About
all
the
Longroom and Charles Jewell, Grade IV
i fellows could say was that they had recess with their parents, Mr. and
in the primary room.
done what they set out to do—defeat Mr Elisha Brown.
Albert Carleton. Grade II was
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Hopkins of
The Goose and his Raiders, while
transferred to the North Appleton
the Raiders rested after the free Camden are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
School the 12th week of the term
v .v
j ,,TI
.
bowling and a winning m four strings. Robert Arey.
Esther Pease. Grade VII was trans-1
6
„
„
Miss Maude Grant of Rockland is
The biggest figure of the evening
lerred to South Portland.
| was the smallest man in inches, as at the home of her sister Mrs Ernest
Joan Proctor. Grade n has moved
diminutive Earl Calder reeled off a Mills on a visit.
to Rockland. Where she will attend
1 413 for his four strings. The Goose
Dr. and Mrs. F. F. Brown, sons
school next term.
was down several pegs in the stand Fletcher and Gardner of Rockland
National Education Week was ob
ing although his average was up. as were visitors Christmas Day at the
served in the schools by several visits
he was toped by Shields. Lyford home of his parents. Mr. and Mrs.
from the parents, also the exhibition
and K Smith.
F. A. Brown.
of school work.
If the match settled nothing as to
Mr. and Mrs. Wilfred Nickerson
Miss Gilbert of the American Hu
who is the best team it did settle the and daughter Evelyn of Everett.
mane Society called at all the schools
fact that there is plenty of good Mass, passed the holiday with Mr.
recently.
i second string men who can crowd and Mrs. Reuben Carver.
Twenty visitors for the term were 1 the first stringers for top honors.
Wilfred Loyde was home from
recorded in the Grammar room; in
I Undoubtedly there will be another Whitinsville. Mass., to spend the
the primary room. Mayo Carleton.
,
1 hook up of these two aggregations in | Yuletide with his parents Mr. and
Inez Bloomingdale. Carlene Ham- ; an end€.vor to get a clear cut decision Mrs Thomas Loyde.
mond. Rev. and Mrs Harold Nutter
tQ wWch team has lhe
pJn
News has been received of the
Mrs. Alice Wadsworth. Mrs. Ruth pjckers and when that Ume does
death of Miss Sarah Hamilton which
Raye. Allen Martin. Mrs. Adelaide ,cpme
might be a good ldea t0 put occurred Dec. 21 in Baltimore. Miss
Fish and daughter Jean, Jacqueline I a few shores under the Cascade
Hamillton was the sister of Mrs. Ida
Martin. Elizabeth Fish, Delia Rob Bowling Alleys.
Jones and a resident of this town for
bins. Nelson Luce. Mrs Esther DeRed Raiders
several years.
m'uth, Adrian Butler, Mrs. Herbert Goose Arey.
111 81 93 88—373
Pearl Philbrook and Miss Virginia
Robinson, Mrs Paul Jones, Mrs. •B Erickson,
78 93 85 88—344 Webb were united in marriage Dec.
Helen Paul and son, Mrs. Edna Grif E. Calder.
88 107 111 107—413 18 by Rev. Archie Beggs at the home
fin, Mrs. Anna Griffin. Mrs. Alice K. Smith,
110 93 89 104—396 of the bride's brother Gerald Webb.
Hall. Mrs. Elizabeth Gushee. Mrs. D. Poole,
86 93 100 86—365 Mr and Mrs. Philbrook entered upon
Winnifred Proctor. Mrs. Hattie Wil
housekeeping at once in the upper
liams. Mrs. Mae McIntosh. Miss Fan
473 467 478 473 1891 apartment of the Ralph Candage's
nie Gushee. Supt. Jason R Tibbetts.
Lyford's Longfellows
home.
V. Shields,
91 98 1OT 99—395
• • • •
Community Christmas Tree
W. Lyford.
83 kb 104 102—393
Calderwood
- Roberts
Through the efforts of the Com
89 103 94 86—372
Hebo,
munity Club, assisted by the Baptist
This account, of interest to local
H Anderson,
92 102 T7 86—357
Sunday School. Willing Workers, Re
B Wahlman,
93 95 91 82—361 residents, is a reprint Irom a Massa bekahs. Grange. Woman's Christian
chusetts paper :.
Temperance Union, a community
’’Christmas decorations, together
448 507 473 455 1883
Christmas tree, which was the most
wjth
cut flowers and white streamers
8corer. Teel.
important event of the holiday sea
formed an effective background at
* Covering the rear.
son was held Friday night at the
the hcme of Miss Cora Grace Rob
Community hall. .
erts, 90 Old IColony avenue .Wollas
Three hundred guests listened to
ton. Mass., for her wedding to Arthur
HAPPINESS IN NOT
a program presented by the Gram
A. Calderwood of Wollaston, for
HAVING TOO MUCH merly of Vinalhaven, and son of Mrs.
mar and primary schools under the
direction of the teachers, Mrs. Eliza
Annie Calderwood. Rev. Victor V.
beth Sprowl and Miss Lucy fT. Moody.
Bawyer of the Wollaston Methodist
Selections were: The Story of The
Episcopal church officiated.
Christ Child" by Grandma Perkins;
"The bride wore a street length
prayer, Mr. Nutter; song. Silent
gown of blue velvet trimmed with
Night, congregation; Welcome Togold and had a corsage of yellow
Nite, Orade VII; song, North Appleroses. Mrs. Robert Butler of Syracuse.
ton pupils; one act play—The Strike
N. Y., the matron of honor, wore a
In Santa Claus Land, (Grades II, IH,
contrasting gown with a corsage of
IV; The Christmas Message, three
'American beauty roses. Davis Billings
girls; recitation. Why Not? Philip
of Newton, a cousin of the bride, was
Newman; song. Ridge girls. ‘Christ
best man.
mas Giving, Grade IV boys; recita
“The wedding music was played by
tion, Edna Aldus; exercise, Their
Mrs. Edwin Maddox of North Wey
Wishes, Primary and first grade;
mouth. a reception was held imme
song, star of the East, Alonzo. Frank
diately after the ceremony. The
and Richard Meservey; The Christ
bridal party was assisted in receiving
mas Guest, grades VI, VII. VIII; The
by (Miss Grace Roberts and Mrs. Aura
Christmas Spirit, five boys ;song,
Roberts
North Appleton pupils. The Wooden
"When Mr. Calderwood and his
Shoe, Grade IV girls; one-act play,
bride return from a wedding trip to
Nothing To Give, Grade VII girls;
Vinalhaven. they will be at home in
Don't Sleep On the Floor, four boys;
Wollaston, after Jan 15. The bride,
song, Silent Night, Effie Hill and
Channing Pollock
who is a niece of Miss Grace M. Rob
Dorothy Salo dressed in costume.
EOPLE who have nothing to erts, is a graduate of Quincy High
At the conclusion of this program,
wish for have nothing to live School. Mr. Calderwood is a gradu
Santa Claus' sleigh belts could be
for. In the opinion of Channing Polate of Vinalhaven High School and
heard in the distance, then coming lock, famous playwright and philo is employed at Eustis and Pembrooke
sopher.
nearer and nearer until he appeared
“Wishing is half the fun, and Co., in Wollaston."
at the door of the hall and requested striving the other half,” said Pol
admittance. In his box of toys drawn lock, who contributes a series on
” from the editor’s chair
on a sled was a gift for each child "Happiness
Vinalhaven & Rockland
on Columbia's matinee edition of
over one year old. These added to the “Heinz Magazine of the Air,"
Steamboat Company
the gifts on the heavily laden tree, Thursdays at 3:30-4:00 p.m., EST.
ROCKLAND
"Getting
Is
only
the
brass
ring
eave a great deal of pleasure to all
on the merry-go-round,” continued
Service To:
present. There were also 35 “shut-in” Pollock, “and Just acquiring an
VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN,
baskets, containing candy, fruit and other something you don’t need or
STONINGTON, ISLE AU HAUT,
cookies, which were sent to the ill want very much Is about as excit
SWAN’S ISLAND AND
ing as eating your dinner ten
and elderly persons.
FRENCHBORO
minutes after lunch.
“It doesn’t take a great deal of
This first Community tree held
WINTER
SERVICE
after a period of several years, was money, even nowadays, to provide
Effective Saturday, Nov. 13
all we can eat, drink and wear. Be
a success in every way.
(Subject to change without notice)
yond that, most of life’s Joys aren’t
for sale—not just for money, any
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
way. Almost anyone can buy a
Read Down
Read Up
book; but money cannot buy appre
A.
M.
P. M.
ciation of the book.
5.30 Lv. Swan's Island.
Ar. 6.00
“The great thing,” said Pollock,
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
"Is having Just enough. We all want
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 3.30
so much more than we need, and,
8.15 Lv. Vinalhaven,
to get that, we give up so many
Ar. 2.45
really precious things Including
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
Lv. 1.30
peace, leisure, compulooihlD and
136-tf
time to live."

Bowling Alley

P
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VERTICAL (Cont.)

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)

HORIZONTAL

e

48-Give medical direc 25- United States Ship

1-Feign
5-Rapidly

(abbr.)
tions
26- Uttered in a high
51-Make known
10-Violently killed
key
54-Aerlal wire
14- River in France
15- The baptismal font □8-A fairy (Per. Myth.) 27- Mistake
28- Ascend
59-Part of the eye
16- Seal with wax
31-Grecian mother
61- Harvest
17- Opinion
turned to stone
62- A metal
18- River in France
(Myth.)
63- Man s name
19- Cnief god (Norte
32- Girl’s name
J4-Greek goddess
Myth.)
20- Th nnest
65-Price paid for any 33- Reeting places
35- Exist
thing
22-lsland in N. Atlantic
36- Japanese coin
ocean
i-Stopped
38—An error in printing
67-A gratuity
24-Plaeed in charge
□9-Between (Fr.)
26-A fruit (pl.)
VERTICAL
40-Mechanically oper
29- Suffix used to de
ated traction-engine
1- Tarnlth
note condition
2- Secret
rail (pl.)
30- Rcws
42-Twitchmg of muscles
3- 0n the ocean
34- lrregular (abbr.)
45- Undertake
4- Baser
35- Money (Rom.
46- About (abbr.)
5- Canted (Naut.)
Antiq.)
47-Turned to another
6- Pies
36- lnfirm
course (Naut.)
37- Elementary instruc 7- A highway (abbr.)
49- Especially (abbr.)
8- Cherry-red color
tion books
50- A small bay
9- Conitruct
40- An arbor
51- Heroic poem
10- Reproving noisily
41- Reddish coloring
11- Wife of Tyndareus 52- Combining form. Dry
matter
53- Prefix Before
12- lreland
42- Half a score
55- An emperor of
13- To direct one's
43- A wager
Rome
course
44- Clothed
21-A naval title (abbr.) 56- Claw
45- Assist
23-Device for eel-catch 57- Altar end of a church
46- Plant of th« rote
50-Hawaiian plant
ing
family

(Solution to previous puzzle)
fO.

TRADE
/■/k

On a Maine farm stocked with 10
cows and the usual other livestock,
the estimated fertilizing value of ma
nure produced during the seven
T ONE of its nine South Ameri months they are in the barn is about
can ports tbe Grace Line's $200.
“Santa Lucia” unloads an American
automobile. Our total trade w h
Latin America ln 1936 was abott
$959,100,000; our imports increa d
Foods specialists at the University
9.5 per cent: our exports went i:p
of Maine recommend the serving of
14.2 per cent, largest since 19
With Germany, England, Fran, a, potatoes at least once a day. In
Italy and Japan seeking greaier many families, they say, twice a day
shares of this lucrative trade, c< a- is not too often to include this vege
mercial •'vss In ihe United St:: s table in the menu. A stuffed baked
look southward tor future mutual potato is a well-balanced food.
trade prosper

A

J.

perhaps the greatest

HYPOCRITE
OF THE

INSECT
IS

KINGDOM

the

Praying mantis.
HIS PIOUS attitude
‘S USED TO LURE

other insects near
THEN HE
THEM
HtS

GRASPS

'

WITH

POLOEO
HANDS'

• < -J

Z/ZZ

X

The

world’s
largest island
HAS an AVERAGE
OF ONE INHABITANT
FOR EACH

50

Square miles

T

Qreerdarcot

hree OPE RATIO
ARE PERFORMED I
Once Automatit ai
WITH NEW GAS RAN<
HEAT REGULATOR
Gas Turned on
AOToMATiCAliV lit ANU '
OVEN TEMPERATURE

There are many superstitions
about the Praying Mantis The Japa
nese, when sleeping, tie them near
to eat the troublesome mosquitos.
The female is ery brave and often
eats her much smaller mate.
While much of Greenland ls un
inhabitable, population figures are
startling when compared to such a
heavily populated country as Japan,

Sf

where there are more than eighteen
thousand persons to each fifty
square miles.
"Finger touch" control has come
Into the kitchen! Modern gas range
ovens are now automatically con
trolled . . . gone are the old "peek
and poke” methods. No matches are
needed, and there’s no stooping over
to light the oven!
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AT PARK THEATRE WEDNESDAY

j

WALDOBORO

The Early Riser

Mr. and Mrs. William Stafford and
daughter Sarah of Lubec have been
recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Stafford.
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Achorn had
as visitors Christmas Day, Mr. and
Mrs. H. E. Wentworth and Arthur 1
Achorn.
Pred Scott who has been a patient
at the Maine General Hospital has
returned home greatly improved in
health.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Jackson of
Brewer were guests Sunday of Mrs.
Jennie Benner.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert E. Mank
spent Christmas with the son in

Up at 4.15 this Tuseday morning.
Passing the Ex-Lax thermometer
noted that it was 13 above zero,
j Clear sky. with crescent moon in the
; cutheast Cup cf coffee and cne
;Beggs doughnut.

"Hitting a New High." latest Lily
Pens picture viewed by her in New
York theatre Christmas day. Lily
j weighs 1C4 pounds.
; Saw In Boston Transcript where
, All s. Mary
Milliken. ICO. died
Esc. 22. at home cf sen at Point- ofPines. Bern In Hollis, Maine, lived
Saco 20 years, and had lived in
Somerville, Mass. 63 years. Mrs.
Elizabeth Mar«h Thcmpson. died in
Nashua, N. H.. Christmas day. at
age cf '.04. When 74. at time most
people are deed, she joined First
Baptist church in Nashua

Portland.

Mrs. H. E. Wentworth passed
Christmas week with her daughter.
Mrs. Amos Achom.
Mrs Abbie Montgomery of Thom
aston arrived here Friday to spend
; the winter with her daughter Mrs.
Nellie Wade.
' M ss Mona Jones of Boston passed
the holiday with her parents. Mr. and
’ Mrs. John H. Miller.
, Telephones have recently been in
stalled in the homes of George W
Bert Wheeler in black face seems to afford amused speculation to MarReynolds, Leland Orff, Prank B.
jciie L ,rd and Jack Carson in thfs scene from “High Flyers,” latest of the
Waltz and Charles Williams.
Uhi -ler end Woolsey remedy films, Lupe Velez is featured in this RKO
Miss Jane Wood of Buffalo, N. Y„
Radio pirtnic, in which Miss Lord and Carson also have important iales.—adv
J is visiting her mother, Mrs. Mary
1 Wood over the holidays.
Miss Laura Whitcomb is spending
j the holidays with relatives in town.
Miss Dorothy Rowe of Framing ham. Mass, and Paul Rowe of Au
burn, are at the home of their parI ents, Mr and Mrs. Charles Rowe over
(Christmas.
Sterling Hoak and Harold R. Perry
recently went to Ohio in connection
I with their work for the American
Bridge Co.
j Several friends from town called
Mcnday cn Mr, and Mrs. William R.
Walter to extend good wishes on the I
i observance of their 50th wedding an i
niversary.
Robert Taylor of Boston is guest
this week of Clintbn E. Mank.
Maynard Genthner is on a busi, ness trip to INew York City. Mrs.
Genthner accompanied him to BosI ton where she will visit relatives
until Mr. Genthner's return.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Maxey will
move the first of January to the Solo| mon David house on Friendship
street.
Mrs. Medora Perry, Mrs. Annie
Thompson, Miss Angela Perry and
Mrs. Lcuise Miller attended the mid
night service Christmas Eve at St.
Peter's Episcopal Church in Rock| land.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Jameson Jr.
Il's a crime wave—John Eldredge protects Marcia Ralston from unseen are guests of relatives in Warren and
dangers in that daffiest of all mysteries, "Sh! The Octopus," starring Hugh Union over the holidays.
Herbert—adv.
■ The attractive Christmas decora----- ---- —
1
1 ■ 1
1 1 ■■
■■■■■■
t.ons at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Ciark are calling forth much
|
praise.
Illuminated trees on either
a
t side of the doorway, an arch over the
1_________________ _____ By EARLE FERRIS-------------------------- ------------- 4
doorway and electric wreaths in the |
windows carry a cheery holiday J
Another author comes into promi ■ message.
nence. now that Alice Ridgeway ls
Mrs. Ruby Steward won first prize .
writing the serial which has replaced
of $25 worth of groceries in The j
"Husbands and Wives" over CBS on
Tuesday nights. She started on the
Country Life Flour Contest sponsored
path to fame by writing one act
by the Newcastle Grain Co. In this
plays for the Rudy Vallee program.
•
•
•
contest essays were submitted telling I
i Producers of the "Big Sister” pro
the merits of that brand of flour.
gram auditioned six candidates for
Children in the third and fourth
a male role which will soon be added
grades Miss Grace Yorke, teacher, j
■ to the script. All six tripped on the
who have perfect attendance records
word "inalienabl
are: Avis Genthner, David Moody.
Ronald Ralph. Douglas Tait, Anna
Genthner, Richard Oenthner, Alvah
Moody, Arthur Scott and Dorothy
i Spear.
Miss Dorothy Crowell who attends
school in Augusta is visiting her par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Crowell
{over the holidays.
■71ROM Hollywood we learn that
v Cecil B. DeMille, shown here, has.
Miss Gwendolyn Scott is in Wool
a secretary who attends every re
wich to spend a vacation with her
hearsal for his program. DeMille
parents.
dictates notes and short memoranda
during preliminary Radio Thcatre"
Elia A. Benner
rehearsals concerning details he’
Ella (Nash) 74, widow of Roscoe L.
wants to correct before the actual
Benner died at her home on Main
broadcast. His secretary sits In the
street early Sunday morning having
wir.gs of the Radio Theatre on Holly*wood Boulevard within hearing dis
been in failing health the past two
tance of DeMille as he works on the
!
years.
stage.
Funeral services will be held from
Ann Jamison, soprano star of “Holly
the residence Wednesday at 2 o'clock.
wood Hotel,” pictured here, rejected
concert offers for two years with the
Rev. Sidney Packard of Boothbay will
laconic comment, "Not ready, yet."
be
the officiating clergyman. Her
Recently she made her concert debut
tour sons will serve as pall-bearers.
in San Diego, California, and critics
pronounced her "ready for a na
Interment will be In Comery ceme
tional tour.”
tery. a
•
•
•
Y..<. Benn:.* wis *...e mother of
Wilbur Hatch, musical director of
Jean Hersholt's "Dr. Christian" se
nine th.li.en. a), tf ahoin survive:
ries. has established an unusual per
Webster E. at home, Etta M. Walden
formance record. Hatch conducted
of
Worcester, Mass., Clarence R.
the orchestra on more than 500 CBS
Waldoboro. Althea M. Buskey, Fitch
shows from Hollywood during 1937.
burg. Mass.., Myrtie E. Hodgkins.
Worcester, Mass.. Ralph J., Helen
P. Perry, Edith E. Brown. Waldoboro: ;
Clyde F„ Englewood. N. J. One sister ,
Mrs. Celinda Jones of Union; and
£ brother. Newell A. Nash of Waldo
boro; |16 grandchildren; and eight
Before Mary Margaret McBride, CBS
1 great grandchildren also survive.
commentator, pictured above, had
Mrs. Benner was a native and a life
the remotest idea of ever going on
, long resident of this town. She was
the air she wrote the biographies of
Owen D Young and David Sarnoff
an active member of The First I
for a national magazine—two men
Baptist Church and a charter mem- i
who are called the "godfathers of
ber of Good Luck Rebekah Lodge.
radio."
•
•
•
Mrs. Benner devoted her life to her {
Reed Kennedy, "Song Shop" bari
iamily and her church. She was a
tone star, is often consulted by mem
quiet, hard working, devoted wife and
bers of the cast on financial Invest
mother rearing not only her own
ments. Kennedy was a successful
business man before he became a
children but several grandchildren
professional singer.
as well. Such women deserve the J
•
•
•
Jack Benny, pictured above, with his
love and respect of the entire com- '
Iouise Fitch, only 22, ls now one of script writers, Eddie Beloin and Bill
Chicago's busiest radio actresses. Morrow, make midweek visits to
munity. She embodied all that the
She's heard on no less than six dif Palm Springs, a resort near Holly
name "Mother'' can mean and she
ferent dramatic programs weekly, wood, because they find the desert
will be deeply mounted by her fam
two of which broadcast Mondays air helps ’em think up “quickies" for
hls Sunday night programs.
ily and sadly missed by her friends.
through Fridays.

• • • •
Dec 23. :AP despatch rays that Miss
Coris Wright, veteran city employe
1 of Eastport, named "temporary commissioner" of if.nanc.ally embarass.ed
, city in the far east of Maine.

Eean Charles W Gilltey of Uni
versity of Chicago University Chapel,
(Eaptlst), first met by Early Riser
when Mr. G.Ikey was student secre
tary Ycung Men's Chr.stian Associa
tion. pastor several years Hyde Park
Bap: ist church, Chicago, summer
home owner at Boothbay Harbor, and
who with E R . and Mrs E R . called
cn Mrs. Eiizabe h Messer at her cotI tag: at Ingraham Hill, Owl's Head,
several years ago, says, "Christmas
has bterme the worlds great sppernctural festival. Tills is striking evi
dence of the contribution of Christi
anity, in the furthering of under
standing and good will among all
nations, races and (.lasses of men."

THURSDAY

! RIGHT OUT OF’THE"

Scene float “Victoria The Great.” most magnificent of all historical dramas, shown at the
Waldo Theatre, December 30-31.
155’

FRIENDSHIP

CMNAPSUOT GUIL
TRAIN YOUR EYES TO SEE

’|R !

Railroad yards may be sooty and ugly but the photographer who tralna hia
eye and his pictorial sense can find beauty there—and In every other
common thing.

OW many of our Guild mem to give his picture depth and he

bers, I wonder, go far afield
Hsearching
for beauty, in the like
liest places, and do not find it, and
cannot understand why?
It is an experience most camera
workers have. But, sooner or later,
if they are serious workers, they
learn a basic principle: that is,
that beauty is not so much in the
subjects they find as In themselves
and the way they look at things.
To put it another way: pictures
do not exist in a scene but only in
the trained eye that can select and
single out that which is interesting
and good.
Few persons beginning to use
a camera would think of a railroad
yard as a place to find beauty.
But one photographer has become
world-famous for pictures made
just there.
He works when the air Is
crisp, when a locomotive’s exhaust
steam fans upward in a great
white plume. This steam, contrast
ing with the black of the engine,
forms a focal point in each of his
pictures. He selects his viewpoint
so that the rails, curving away
from the locomotive, are high
lighted in long, silvery white lines;
lines so arranged tbat they form
his picture's compositional frame
work. Wherever possible, he in
cludes a framing of dark foliage |

likes to work when there is mist
or fog ln the distance so that far
away buildings or figures are re
duced to soft, dim outlines.
The objects this photographer
works with are not appealing.
They are dirty, sooty, ugly. But
his pictures are beautiful because
he has trained his eyes to see, to
select, to arrange, to recognize
mood and atmosphere—ln brief,
by the use of his creative imagina
tion to extract beauty from ugli
ness.
There Is magic in photography
like this but It is magic open to all.
It calls for no wizard’s wand but
only thought and feeling and the
application of your Imagination to
commonplace things. Kitchen po's
and pans are not pretty but I have
seen pictures of a group of them,
rhythmically arranged and lighted
so their texture w.s emphasized,
that were beaut.f'.! Old shoes are
not attractive but I have sten a pic
ture of a pair wet and dripping be
side an umbrella In a hall corner,
so photographed that they con
tained all the essence of rainy
Autumn.
Fellow Guild member, beauty is
not over the next hilltop, down the
next road—it is Inside you. But you
must train yourself to bring it out.

John van Guilder.

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

WANT-ADS
TELEPHONE 770

Yield tests on potatoes at the Long
Island farm of the New York State
Experiment Station showed Warba
to be most productive, followed by
Chippewa. Cobbler. Oolden. Katah
din. and Green Mountain, In that
order.

Members of the Parent-Teacher
Association to the number of 26 met
Wednesday night at the Village
School and voted to buy a set of the
"World Book" for the school. The
membership chairman. Mrs Charles ,
Dodge, reported a total of 48 mem- I
Two schools for tractor owners will
bers. The delegates to the P. T. A
be
held in Aroostook county next
Convention, Mrs. Charles Stenger,
president, Mr.s Frank Winchenbaugh. month, one at Mapleton and one at
and Mrs. Melvin Bums, made their Lsland Falls. These will be five-day
schools, under the supervision of M.
| reports.
G. Huber, extension agricultural en
j The program under the leadership
gineer at the University of Maine.
of Mrs Donald Knapp, was in the
form of a "Question Box." Questions, '
written by the members, and relative
THE I1AY AFTER CHRISTMAS
, to Parent-Teacher work, were dis(For The Courier-Gazette)
’Tl® the day after Christmas
icussed.
And all through the room
There ls much disorder
Following 'the (program, a social
And need of a broom
( evening was enjoyed, at which time
The tree stands denuded
Of glitter and glare
j a Christmas tree was the mam point
The candlts burned out
cf interest. (Tlie Association spon
And branches all bar?.
sored a Christmas program Friday
At a loud call from father.
Children Jump to the floor
night al Winchenpaw's hall consist
And scamper down stairs.
ing of: Play. The Christmas Stock
Thelr gifts to look o’er
They receive morning caller®,
ings. Grade VII; carol. Silent Night;
It must be confessed
Before hair ls combed
, play, A Different Christmas. Grade
Or they are half dreesed.
VIII; carol. It Came Upon the Mid
On a small patch of ice
night Clear; play, Christmas Trim
Some are learning to skate.
They wiggle and wobble
mings. Grades IX and X; carol. O.
And can’t stand up straight.
L.ttlc Town of Bethlehem; reading.
So goes the day—
And when it ls over.
'Is There a Santa Claus? Mildred
Laughing and shouting
Jackscn; operetta. The Tale of the
Home goes each rover
Toys. Grades I-VI; written by J.
Oh. the day after Christmas
Is a busy day too.
Lillian Vandevere, Gladys Pitcher;
With so much to talk over
jcaiol. Hark the Herald Angels Sing,
And so much to do.
Elizabeth O Marsh.
The Christmas Tree.
Rockland

Those who sleep on that excellent
mattress tabled "Red Cross" will be
interested to know thrt more than
150 workers of the Red Cross Mat
ti ess Company of Boston, received a
bonus of week's salary for a Christ
mas gift. Employes having worked
for the company more than six
months were benif.ted in this distri. button.

POKI

Miss Elsie Puffer of Lowell, Mass.,
spent the holidays with Mrs. Frank, lin Trussell.
Lionel Heal, son of Mr. and Mrs.
William Heal is receiving treatment
' at Knox Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Simmons and
daughter Sandra, passed Christmas
i in Attleboro. Mass.
Miss Barbara Thompson has re: turned home after several weeks'
j stay in Massachusetts.
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Davis and
. daughter of Rockland were Yuletide
{guests of Mr. ana Mrs. Forest Davis.
Mr. and Mrs. Hermon Simmons are
making their winter residence with
thelr daughter. Mrs. John Thompson
, in Rockland. Mrs. Simmons has been
{111 for several months.
Christmas trees and concerts were
held recently at the Advent Chrlsi tian Church and Baptist chapel. A
New Year's Eve watch service will
be conducted at the chapel Friday
night by the pastor Rev. J. Wesley
{Stuart.
Mrs. Enid Monaghan assisted at
i the post office during the holiday
rush.

WEST WASHINGTON

FLORIDA

Forty parents and friends attend| e.l the 'Christmas exercises at thc
!scnool last Tuesday afternoon, when
' this program was presented; Song, It
I Came Upon the Midnight Clear,
'chool; Welcome. Bruce Dawson;
Imagine lhat, Patricia Cooley; A
I Christmas Star, June Cooley; A
Christmas Wish. Frances Jackson;
Song. Hark, the Herald Angels Sing.
School; Christmas Joys. Celia Welli man; Santa's Troubles, a play by ten
i pupils; recitation, Cleber Cooley;
I What This Country Needs, Lewis
I Jones; the Dolls' Christmas. Betty
'Cooley; trio. Luther's Cradle Song.
Betty Cooley, Frances Jackson, Celia
i Wellman; The Drum In the Snow, a
{play by 11 pupils; a Christmas Vow.
'.Merle Jackson; Pleasantries, Eliza
beth Swett; Song, Silent Night, the
School; closing. John Dawson.
Fcllowlng the program, Santa apJ peared and. with tlie assistance of
Elijah Hallowell, Merle Jackson and
Lewis Jones brought Joy to the young
members of the audience and much
amusement to the elders while he
made sure that none was slighted.
Die teacher was especially well re
membered by all the school and the
grateful recipient of many words of
good wishes and encouragement from

MIAMI’S

the parents.

Pupils who have been neither ab
sent nor tardy for the term of 14
weeks are: |Merrell Jackson, Phyllis
Wellman, Frances Jackson, and
Lewis Jones.

CLVDL

Ideal Resort Hotel
Convenient to all point* ol interest—Modern in every way.
An enjoyable view from our spariouv ground-Hoor porchea,
which surround thr hotel. Many room* with private halruniea.

HOTEL

Aoofclet

Ione In

October

on

Application

H

GRALYNN

It. Maae

Manager

Corner Second Street

Hotel
Maerlynn
Stamfora
DeL C*.

and First Avenne

N. T.

Moderate Rate*
(lining Room Service Unsurpassed

NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/
RATES!

Jngl*

'2» jw jl»

to Your hotel ia BOSTON

teubb *$•-*«» Alt

Ail ROOM* WITH |AT«
laat ai m

» U|

500 Rooiai
RADIO
SERVIDOR
TUB ’••SHOWER

MANGER
«’ NORTH STATION
•* STEP-//••«>»«• TRAIN-(•/•v ROOM*

Waterproof truck covers and spray
hoods made to order. Old covers
waterproofed. Awning service. Rock
.....iimcrantqi iand Awning Co., 16 Willow St.
•

rnmni
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the holidays, returned Monday to
Bangor.
I Miss Jessie M. Stewart has taken
Mr. antf Mrs. George A. Bragdon
charge ot The Courier-Gazette's (Elizabeth Gilchrest) and son James
Thomaston columns, and will be very of Vinal Haven were Christmas guests
grateful for news items which may of Mr. and Mrs. William Gilchrest.
be furnished for her. If you have coming Saturday and returning
matters of Interest In and around Monday.
Thomaston please notify her. Thc
Carl Chaples and the local troop
telephone call is 149-13]
of Boy .Scouts will spend Tuesday
• • * ■
working on thelr log cabin at The
Miss Janet Leighton is home from Bog.
West Springfield. Mass., for the holi
Mis-, Rita Smith entertained a
days; and her brother Leon. Jr., has ; family narty at dinner Christmas
returned to Harrisburg. Pa., after, Day: Mrs. John Creighton, Mir,5
Harriet Rose. John Creightor. Jr
spending a few days here.
Miss Ruth Averill is nome Iron' i and Miss Katherine Creighton. Miss ;
Smith goes to New York city Tues
New York City for a week
day
for several months.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Kalloch cf
Mr. and Mrs. Orett Robinson of
Portland came Friday to spend
Castine are guests of Mr and Mrs.
Christmas.
William Cullen of Lewiston visited ( F. L. S. Morse this week, and their
his sister. Miss Cullen, over Christ daughter Lois is visiting Mr and
Mrs Carl Chaples. Mr. Robinson will
mas.
Roger Libby observed his fifth be the speaker Wednesday noon at
birthday Wednesday by entertaining the Lions Club in Rockiand.
Mrs. Levi Keizer, who has ocen a
several friends. Those present were
Mrs. Wilbur Murphy and son Gerdon patient several weeks at the Dea
and Mrs. Harvey Brown of Friend coness Hospital in Boston, is ex-'
ship, Mrs. Maurice LinJrey and' pected home the last of this week ac
daughter Maxine. Mrs. Kenneth companied by her daughter. Mrs. Ev
Marshall and son Albert. Mrs. Albeit' erett Wall. Mrs. Keizer's health is
Elliot and son Ja'kie. Mis. Aaron' greatly imp-ovM
Clark and daughtp- Rae. Mrs. Warr»n | Mr. and Mrs Vernon Achorn and
Knights and daughter Constance and daughter Esther spent Christ nas Day
Mrs. Hiram Libby, all of this town, j in South Waldoboro with Mr. and
Collamore.
Mrs. j
a.:l Mrs. Harold Whitehill ar.d i Mrs . Martin
drughter Patricia of Ro-k’and. Iev| Achorn s mother. Mrs. Winfield Davis 1
re'urned with them and will visit
cream and cake weM served.
Mrs W. J. Tobey. Mi. and Mr; C. tiiem till Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Foster Fates enter- )
A Creighton and daughter Miss
tamed
at a family gathering Christ- i
Lrtilia were dinner guests Christm";
day of Miss Lizzi? Levenraler; Mr> mas Day Mrs Fales' mother, Mr; ;
J. E Creighton was f.tcst of Mia; Gregory, her brother Stanley ar.o
Mary McPhail; and Mrs A P HC9.J his daughter Eleanor and son Farl.
tyei i the day with Mr ar.d Mr P. Mrs. Frank Morse. Mr. and Mrs. Her
bert Fales and Miss Flora Burrill
E Eemmor.s.
Miss Harriet Rose returned Sun
Tlte evergreen wreaths and ropes
day to Boston after spending tlie
prepared and arranged every year (
holiday with Mrs. John Creigr.icn <
by the Federated choir make a
Another passenger on the Sunday)
beautiful setting for the Christmas i
train was Miss Elizabeth Creighton.
services in the Church, appreciated (
CROSS section of the celebrated and Lorna, seen through the harp,
Mr. and Mrs. Walter J. Henry of
anew each season. Thanks are due'
all-girl singing orchestra on is busy with the flute.
Winchester.
Mass
,
cam
’
Friday
ac'
Oeneral Electric's "Hour of Charm” The thirty glrls who comprise the
the choir for this fine work as well'
companied by her sister. Miss Eliz
under the direction of Phil Spitalny. band were assembled from all parts
as for the music, repeated last Sun- I
heard Monday nights over the Na of the world by their one-man boss
abeth McCoy, to spend the holidays
day morning by request. The usual i
tional Broadcasting System at 9:30 They are known to the public only
with Mrs. John McCoy.
EST.
by their first names. If Spitalny
evening service was not held, and in-,
Miss Josephine Davis of Monhegan
The pretty brunette, seated at the doesn’t like their real name, be
stead, about 30 "attended the impres
piano, is Rochelle, a talented Rus doesn't hesitate to change it and it
is visiting Mrs. Ferdinand Day.
sive pageant given in the Rockland
sian. Rose, in charge of the bass fid two girls happen to have the same
Mrs. Edith (Butler) Young and
dle. is another dark-haired charmer. name, one of them is rechristened.
Methodist Church. "The Adoration I
Mrs. Corinne i Butler i Merrill of
Gertruds' at the xylophone, is the Thus may a Henrietta find herself
of the Kings and Shepherds.”
Belfast cam.’ Monday, called oy the
youngest member of the band—Just answering to the name of Mary and
Mrs. Arthur McDonald entertained dea’ii of FicJ G. Howard
•eventeen. Caralina Is the harpist liking lt.
at tea Friday afternoon for her
John Egcton returned Sunday to
cousin. Miss Barbara Bancroft of New Yura; his friend H) old Goss ton. At others were Mrs. Payson and ts visiting her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Portland. Ore., the guests being young will spend a >» ort time at Egerton Mr. and Mrs. Forest Farnham; Capt. Marino Scarci.
people home from school and college ; Farm in Cushing before returning. and Mrs. James Fales and their son
Mr and Mrs. Tilden Sawyer were
for the holidays.
Eino Aho and Frank Cochran took Hen)?', here for tbe holidays from recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. William
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Locke of the thelr last truckload of ChrLstmas Chester. Pa., with Mr and Mrs. Spofford of South Deer Isle.
Lafayette Hotel. Portland. Harry trees to Boston Friday; through the Charles Tibbetts of Rockland. Henry
Miss Mary McGuire was home from
Locke and Miss Vivian Stuart, also season thev have teen making several returned Sunday to Chester.
Augusta for the holidays.
of Portland, were weekend guests of trips a week.
Mr. airi Mrs. Eugene Clcssca ol
Rev. and Mrs. Lawrence Staples
Mrs. B H. Copeland, who also enter-1 Mrs A. D Davis and Mr. and Mrs Linwcod. Mass., and their daugh passed Christmas with Mrs. Staples'
tained for the holiday Mr. and Mrs. Frank G. Hallowell and son Albert. ters. Arlir.e and Adaiine are guests parents in Monticello.
S. D. Robinson of Warren.
Mrs. Edward Shea of Brownville is
of Rockland were guests Christinas this week of Mr. aad Mr. H. H. Ne.vAnthony Di Dino is spending two Day of Mr. and Mrs. J. Russell Da beit.
at the Alex Davidson home on a visit.
weeks in Reading. Pa.
-----------------Mr. and Mrs Edwin Parkhurst and
vis. Other holiday guests were: , •
Fred G Howard died Sunday aft- Miss Lucy Rokes with Mr. and Mrs
Burdcll s Dress Shop. Formal and Joyce Parkhurst of Unity were at
noon after a long illness. He was Donald George; J. A McKeen with semi-formal dresses, for the New Mr. and Mrs. Emaron Eaton's for the
born May 11. 1887, son of Harvey the McPhail family, and Dr E. R. Year parties.—adv.
155-lt holiday.
and Anna T. 'Ripley) Howard, and is Moss and Mrs. John S. Fogg who were
Chadbourne Knowlton is visiting
survived by his wife. Fannie (Butler) J dinner guests of E. P Starrett and
his parents Capt. and Mrs. Edwin
STONINGTON
Howard; his father; and one sister. family.
Ralph Gross of Isle au Haut was Knowlton.
Mrs. Fred Arnold of Fairhaven. Mass
Among the teachers home for the
Mr. and Mrs. Karl Maki enter a recent visitor in town.
Funeral services will be held Wed-1 tained for C^hristma Mrs. Hilma
Leona Fifield and Patricia Fifield holidays are Marie Carmichael of
nesday at 2 o'clock, at the Cushing j Johnson and her family and Donald passed Christmas with Mrs. Grace Monticello. Grace Faulkingham of
funeral home. Rev. H. F. Leach the Bergren of Rockland.
Herrick in Rockland.
Bangor. Edith Chase of Bangor. Zet
officiating minister. Burial will be In 1 Several Darties dined at the Knox
Mr ar.d Mrs. Elmer Gross are home ta Smith ol Thomaston and Mr. and
Thomaston cemetery.
Mr- Hartley Curtis of Orono.
Hotel Christmas Day. At ore table from Isle au Haut for the winter.
Mr. and Mrs Earl Woodcock en were Miss Christine Moore. Mrs.
The pen which signed the bridge
Basil Bray and Norman Sellers
tertained his parents Mr. and Mrs. deWinter, Miss Cora Russell, Miss contracts was given to the Lions hav; moved here from Isle au Haut.
A V. Woodcock Christmas Day. Their Helen Carr, Miss Myrna Copeland, Club by Raymond Small.
Capt. and Mrs. Frank Gross passed
son Richard, who was home for j Miss Jessie Crawford and Mrs. CarleMrs. Helen Danielson of Rockland the holidays, in Portland.

THOMASTON

A

Frigidaire Electric Range
GIVES MORE ADVANCED COOKING AND

BAKING

FEATURES THAN

ANY OTHER 2 RANGES COMBINED!
First range ever designed to unite all these ii
advantages - in every model, evTr/^e

AE IN AND SEE

COME IN. CHECK THIS UST. COMA

w FRIGIDAIRE'S NEW

TN-HEAT” OVEN
□ .-PIECE

UN,T

□ s;r^R%so™cRTESE^p

s ever built into a range
fully designed heating
"Evenizer” Heat Disitor, Automatic Controls,
re results amazingly cerevery lime.

□
S

HES

armored wiring

““nC0MP,rimsot

□ smokS'bHro"eTTR,B“TOR

•EED-HEAT” units

□ “SS SK4™

,k better—at lett cott—
■ry unit fully enclosed —
high, medium and “Lowheat! Uses less current;
es more “free heat”—comtes cooking with current
Distributes heat better.

either standard'equipmeriT or" otu

HERM1ZER” cooker

□ "THERM,ZER” COOKER

M vd«LF*TYPE °VEN DOOR E
□ FRONT OPENING OVEN VENT
° US A^ATheC °OVEN HEAT CONTROL

ArnM m°S*

........... ■■■■•■■............... .

PARKER E. WORREY
65 PARK ST.

~ Whicfc

□ "COOK-MASTER"cONTROrnn°^,D'MENT

,ofcj a whole meal for lett
an 2 cents—5-qt capacity.
,oks entire meal at one time
thout attention. Ho inter,ogling of odors. Slowoks to amazing tenderness,
ivor. Heating unit fully enosed — easily cleaned.

ROCKLAND, ME.

Disasters the Past Year Were
Marked By Heavy Loss
Of Life
"Destruction of the giant transAtlantic dirigible, Hlndenburg. by fire
as it was landing at Lakehurst. New
Jersey, May 6. was the most
spectacular disaster ln a year filled ,
with losses from fire, flood, wind.!

and other death-dealing forces," says
a bulletin from the Washington. D i
C . headquarters of th? National Geo
graphic Society. "Thirty-five of th? )
ninety-eight perrons on boara per
ished.
"Outstanding among accidents to
heavier-than-air craft." continues the
bulletin, "was the crash on October
18 of a palatial airliner on a ridge
of the Uinta Mountains of Utah, east
of Salt Lake City. All on board,
passengers and crew, were killed, a !
total of 19 deaths. Among the most
dramatic of the air casualties af- j
fecting civilians was the loss of I
Amelia Earhart and Fred Noonan on !
a trans-Pacific flight in early July
and the disappearance in August of i
Russia's number-one aviator. Sigismund Levanevsky, and five companions while on a flight from Moscow
over the North Pole, headed for the
United States.

This new rear compartment hot-water heater,
now offered as optional equipment on all
Oldsmobile four-door sedans, directs warm air
currents at the feet of rear seat passengers.
A large fan draws cool air in through the round
grille.and forces the warm air through vents

In Everybody's Column

in the bottom of the heater. Finished in a-color
which blends with the attractive Oldsmobile
interior, the new hot-water heater takes up very
little space. A variable speed switch on top of
the heater controls the speed of the fan and the
resultant car temperature.

****************

!

TO LET

!

FOR SALE
—*——

!
ot

Advertisements ln this column not to'
Mid-America Suffered From Floods exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
MISCELLANEOUS furniture for sale.
“At home, the year was ushered in ) tional lines flve cents each for one time LOWER apartment to let. at Magune Call
Saturday. Jan 1. 52 CAMDEN ST
10 cents for three times. Six small words houie ln Rockport. R B. MAGUNE. 186
1
155-1
by floods which devastated the Ohio ' to a line.
No Main St.. City _____________ 153-158
ELEVEN-ROOM HOUSE wtth bath,
and Mississippi Valleys, left thou- |
LARGE room to let. $4 weak. FOSS
JF *••
-•- •••
•••
•*.
HOUSE. Tel 330_________________ 143-tf garage Wlll sell or swap for small farm.
sands homeless, killed more than
7 BEECHWOOD6 STREET. Thomaaton
COZY 4-room furnished flat to let. ________________________________ 155*1
eight hundred, and destroyed hun
heated Al! modern. Suitable for two.
HOOVER vacuum cleaner for sale.
Enquire THE COURIER-GAZETTE.
dreds of millions of dollars worth of
153*155 In good condition: also hall runner;
9x12 Wilton rug 294 BROADWAY. City
property. The Middle Atlantic area
GROUND FLOOR apartment lor rent,
155-1
COIN PURSE lost Wednesday noon
was heavily damaged as rivers, swol some where on Main street Contained with bath and electric lights, ln flne
WORK HORSE for sale. fat. handsome.
location
References required. Call at
len. with April rains, flooded Virginia. sum of money and its return will be 87 NORTH MAIN ST. for particulars. 850: also one horse sled like new. $10
deeply appreciated MISS RUTH WARD.
Will trade C F PRESCOTT. Tel 489-W.
_______ 155-4
Maryland. West Virginia. Ohio, and The Courler-Oazette_______
153*155
HOUSE to let. good location, all Im” Rockland.________________________155*1
Pennsylvania. Similar April rains ' LADIES' white gold Bulova wrist provements V. F STUDLEY. 283 Main PORTER-CABLE Take-a-bout stand
watch lost, se: with white stones Please St Te! 1154 or 77 Park St. Tel. 330
ing machine for sale Perfect condition,
in Canada caused Ontario's River TEl. 8533, 103 Camden St. Reward.
150-tf price right. SPEAR'S GARAOE 8outh
_________________________________
153
‘
155
Warren__________________________ 155*157
Thames to surge over its banks and
FURNISHED kitchenette apartment to
OXFORD ORAY vest lost Saturday let. 13 50 week. V. F STUDLEY. 283
THOUSAND yards fleld rock lor sale.
seriously damage the city of London. between
Summer St. and Leslie Cross Main St.. Tel 1154 or 77 Park St. Tel. 50c yard. Oood for fill. EARL H BAR"hi February 2.030 Mozambique cleaning store Return to I LESLIE 330
154*156
150-tf TER, 690 Old County Road
CROSS. 457 Main St. JEROME C BUR
natives were drowned by floods in ROWS.___________________________ 153*155 FURNISHED apartment to let. MRS. I FURNACE for sale, full equipment:
CAPT. JOHN
LEOLA ROSE, 100 Union St.______ 142-tf alto hot water heater
the Komati and Umbulusi Rivers of i
' HUSBY, Tel Camden 585
154-156
UPSTAIRS APT., to let, four newly
Portuguese East Africa.
DUO-THERM pot type circulating
d"coratrd rooms, bath, heater. 12 KNOX
AIR
ST Tel 156-W___________________ 138-tf heater for sale, new condition
"Even the northeastern Syrian
WAYS. INC . Public Landing. City
FIVE-ROOM
furnished
house
at
wastes were flooded in October, with !
153-tf
Spruce Head, to let. verv reaaonable; Oreloss of more than a thousand lives. ) ................................................................. wood for the cutting. TEL. 793-W aftei t TRIPLE DECK American Incubator;
4pm____________________________ 136-U ; bull. 2 years old, 2 cows, coming tn soon
POULTRY
wanted,
top
prices
paid.
I.
“December's flood-burdened rivers j
POUST. 91 No Main St Tel 41-J. 146*157 “five-room rent to let on Trinity St. Sell or trade CHAS <3 ERICKSON.
of northern California killed three I WOMEN ln 40 s. wants position with An excellent home. MENS SHOP, corner Box 98. R 1. Warren_______________ 155-1
1935 POUR-DOOR Chevrolet for sale
Main & Park Sts_________________ 144-tf
persons, destroyed thousands of small family Write P O BOX 652
or trade Excellent condition, good bar_____________________ ______________155ri
UNFURNISHED 4-room heatad apart j gain
HOWARD P ROSS. Lincolnville
homes and agricultural lands worth
TO A Young Man who has punched ment to let at 15 Summer 8t. MRS. Center Tel 30___________________ 155*1
144-tf I HARD COAL lor sale Pocahontas soft
his last "me clock There ar- big p.-cfh: FROST. Tel. 318-W
millions of dollars.
ln the selling business if you are selling
coal, dry hard fitted and Junk wood J.
'One of Mexico's most tragic dis the rtgnt goods We have an excellent
•••
♦ ••• •••
••• ••• ••• 88 i B PAULSEN. Tel Thomaston 62.
opportunity open for an ambitious young is
__________________________________ 155-tf
asters occurred in May. when 3.000 - man No previous experience nere—ar-.
1 ONE sewing machine for sale, also
CI3 tons of gold mine tailings.' Wc train you ln our free 5-day Train
ing School to begin making money fast.
one pine chest, large storage space, with
i loosened by torrential rains, crashed If Interested drop a line to A P.C. care
two drawers underneath: one trunk:
153-2
: two fibre porch chairs; one four foot
down on the mining village of Tlalpu- j This Office, stating age
:
step-ladder;
one girls' bicycle. R S.
ALL KINDS of light trucking and de
SHERMAN. 7 Talbot Ave.
153*155
jahui. More than 103 persons were livery work Christmas parcels delivered
CLEMENTS CHICKS
at reasonable prices; careful handling
SMALL farm for sale; In city limits
killed while they slept.
Tel. 19-W
150’tf
over looking Penob*eot Bay House has
“In China s Szechwan Province last
modern ’conveniences HW heat . suitable
WATCHMAKER—Repairing
.catches, ‘
for a hen farm 6 acres tillage land with
winter millions of the inhabitants 1 clocks, antiques all kinds Call and de
thia nice property An clegent buy at
liver. S ARTHUR MACOMBER 23 Ames[
$4,000. This ls a real home and ln
suffered from hunger, and tens of bury St.. Rockland. Tel. 958-J. 144-tf '
nice condition
FREEMAN S. YOUNG
thousands died of starvation.
163 Main street. Tel 605-M
153-155
1935 CHEVROLET. 4-door Sedan for
“Destructive winds ravaged several
aale or trade Clean Inside and out.
regions of the Orient in the autumn. i
HOWARD P ROSS, Lincolnville Center.
_________________________________151*155
Three typhoons in three weeks cost
USED CARS sold or traded: also used
the Philippine Islands millions of dol
parts,
tires and one oil burner. AL
SKATES sharpened—prompt- service
lars. 283 lives. A 125-mile-an-hour j CRIE HARDWARE CO.. 408 Main St
FRED DAVIS. 152 New County Road.
CLEMENTS RED6—BWD Clean
_________________________________ 153*155
148-tf
Maine Accredited- Heavy* layers.
I typhoon, most violent in eleven years,
UPRIGHT PIANO for sale: good con
Producing 70'; right now Baby
NOTICE—I’ll pay no bill* alter this
j ripped through Hong Kong and the date,
dition; leaving town must sell at once.
Pullets,
Crosses.
4-farm
savings
contracted by my wife
Signed
I $30 MRS. SARGENT. 19 Purchase St..
Chicks
only
$11-1000
Other
prices,
ALFRED
MORRIS.
Dec
28.
Port
Clyde
I nearby China coast, beached ocean Me
City._____________________________ 153*155
discounts write CLEMENTS FARMS.
155'It
i liners, crashed houseboats and fishing j SKATE sharpening promptly n ue.
Winterport. Maine
155T6cS52
I GENTLEMAN'S COON COAT for sale.
|
like new; may be seen at LUCIEN
1 fleets, rolled tidal waves over mari- 1 CRIE HARDWARE CO.. 408 Ma.n 3t
__________________________________ 143-tf
CLEMENTS REDS-BWD Clean Maine GREENS. 16 School St__________ 153*155
time villages, killed five hundred per
Heavy layers Producing 70%
FIFTY used stoves for sale all kinds,
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Cu :k- Accredited
now Baby Pullets. Crosses. 4-farm very attractive prices. C E GROTTON,
sons. Six hundred miles of south land Hair Store. 24 Elm St Mall uittn right
savings.
Chicks
only
$11-1000
Other
138
Camden St . Tel 1214-M
149tf
price*.
discounts write
CLEMENTS
western Japan were ravaged by a iollclted H C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J
144-tf fapms Wlnternort. Maine.
E FLAT alto Saxaphone for sale TEL
152-52
gale that left 60 dead, many hurt,
i 101-M. •__________________ 135-tf
| PAPER PR:
’or sale, for baling old
and the riC’ crop reduced.
paper, etc. C. ‘-.Icy 150 lb. bales. Apply
J at this OFFICE.
U3-*f
"Fire contributed its part to 1337 s
j 25 SECOND HAND parlor stoves from
misfortunes. A millior.-dollar Are
$5 to $20; 1 new 20-in Sunbeam one-pipe
in Manila turned 10.0C3 persons out
furnace. $98: 1 adding machine. $35; 1
cash register. $20. 1 power oil burner.
of burning houses. In Paracale. 150
Nu-way with 275 gal. tank. $35; 4 second
hand Walnut circulating heaters; roll
miles east of Manila. 2.CC3 people
top desk, good condition, $18. Largest
watched their homes burn.
line of used goods we ever had V. F
STUDLEY. 283 Main St. Tel. 1154.
"Although there were no serious
145-tf

; LOST AND FOUND ;
It-*-.*.'.-.*..**.*-*.-*.-*-*.-**^*.. f

•

WANTED

J

: EGGS AND CHICKS ♦
♦

! MISCELLANEOUS !
R - ♦ - ... ....... ♦ ....... r

Traveling Around America

FIRSTSHOWING?

baking uncertaintiei—
of the biggest, roomiest

Took Heavy Toll

• Built by Frigidaire ... a Product of General
Come in and see what their combined experience
resources have done for electric cooking. They've
you this stunningly styled new range with advar
tures in every model, from lowest to highest in p
This means easier, tastier, cleaner automatic
and baking —at amazingly lower cost than evei
Come in and check over the list of Frigidaire adi
Then compare! And you’ll see for yourse'"
aire offers sensationally greater value, ftflg

, —= 7r J GJ
For This

casualties among its 300 inhabitants,
the whole town of Douglas. Alaska,
went up ln flames in February.
"A mid-summer fire roared through
Shoshone National Forest. Wyoming,
, burning to death eleven fire-fighters
and seriously injuring thirty-nine
i others, most of them members of the
Civil Conservation Corps.
"Landslides, quakes, and volcanic
eruptions shook the corners of the
earth. Central Japan s sulphur min- j
lng village, Tsumakol. was blottedj
out an November when part of a
hill roared down on it.
"Earthquakes killed thirty-four, in
jured hundreds July 25, ln the Mexi
can States of Vera Cruz and Puebla,
and cn August 1, caused countless
casualties and masses of ruins in
southwestern Shantung Province,
China. Refugees from war-stricken
China were greeted in Manila, August
20. by the severest earthquake to
strike the Philippines in forty years.
"Several hundred persons perished
May 29. when two great volcanic
eruptions destroyed the town of Rahaul. New Britain. New Guinea.
"Most tragic explosion of the year
in America was in a small Texas
town. On March 19 a large, modern
school in New London crashed down
on 7C3 pupils and 43 teachers as the
result of a gas explosion. Four hun! dred twenty-seven killed."

MODERN

WOMEN

NEED NOT SUFFER monthly pain and delay due
to c Ids, nervous strain, exposure or similar causes.
Chi-ehes-ters Diamond Brand Pills are etfeetive,
reliable and give QUICK RELIEF. Sold byJfiK
all druggists for over 43years. Ask for--iOCuM.

CHICHESTERS PILLS
OlAMONli1

Cote’s Magic Water
WONDERFUL DISINFECTANT
and
DEODORANT
Sick Rooms
Bath Rooms
Kitchens

Can be
Used
For

Garage Floors
Concrete Floors

Stone Steps
Refrigerators
Drain Pipes
Toilet Bowls

Lavatories
Garbage Pans
Takes all unpleasant odors away
Once Tried, Always Used

EOT SPRINGS LAUNDRY

IinilLE her current beau looks on,
’ ’ this potential housewife demon
strates her skill in the domestic arts.
Her laundry is a hot springs near
Banos. The latter is a spa famous
for the curative properties of its
medicinal springs which are among
the most potent in South America—
a little village on the trail which
leads into the jungles at the head
waters of the Amazon. There is a
cold pool In Banos effective in the
treatment of rheumatism, and a hot
pool with waters which are effica
cious In the curing ot skin and blood
disorders. The latter is almost under
a beautiful three-hundred-foot water
falls:

Scattered throughout the West
Coast countries of South America
are scores ot springs of varying
temperatures and an unusual range
of therapeutic properties—effective
In the treatment ot such human ills
as rheumatism, neuralgia, blood af
flictions, skin diseases, disorders of
the digestive tract, kidneys and
liver. Modern science has careful 1,
tested tlie waters and they are avail
able at various spas which provide
the comforts, the up-to-date equip
ment and expert medical supervision
demanded of modern sanitariums.
These spas, approached from West
Coast ports visited weekly by ships
from New York, attract’ health
seekers fromali overjhe yorld.

To Us Printing is more than
just putting words into typaIt is ths creation of a work of art,
ba it a simple little announcement
or an elaborate booklet. Hence
we take all tha pride of an artist
in hia craft, in each job; and that
ia the secret of the euperlative
queiity of The Courier-Gazette
Printing.
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Spear, and an entertainment precented under supervision of Mrs
Mrs. Amy Fuller and Mr. and Mr.s. Ruth Maxey and Miss Winnie Wins
Ernest Fuller and son Samuel were low.
ARE DOING NOW
Earl Spear and daughter Dorothy
holiday guests of Mr. and Mrs. George
of Waldcboro are spending a few
Law in Rockland.
his specialized medica
The primary and junior depart- days with Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Spear.
tion—Vicks Va-tro-nol—
Recent callers at the heme of Mr
ments of the Baptist Church school
is expressly designed for the
held a Christmas party at the Mont and Mrs. Fred Starrett were Miss .
Miss Daphne Winslow came from
nose and upper throat, where
most colds begin—and grow.
gomery rooms, Thursday afternoon. Marion Storer and Cordelius Barnard
Fiyeburg Academy Friday, to spend
Used in time—at the first
The young pecple and adult depart of Waldcboro.
the Christmas vacation with her
sneeze or sniffle or irritation
Weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
ments held theirs that night.
mother, Mrs. C. E. Rollins.
in the nose—it helps to pre
Mrs. Thomas Simpson was guest of Fred Starrett were Mrs. Mary Wall
vent many colds, or to throw
Rubinstein Club will meet Friday
j honor at agChristmas party Saturday and five children of Dresden Miss
off head colds in their early
morning at the Universalist vestry,
! night, arranged at the home of Mr- Haze! Allen of Woclwich. and Parker
stages. Even when your head
is all clogged up from a cold,
the program at 11 o'clock to be fol
Annie Watts. Present was Henry V Starrett of Bath. They returned home i
Va-tro-nol brings comforting
lowed by a coffee for members. Mrs.
Starrett as Santa Claus. Mrs. Star Sunday by car, driven by Mass Kath
relief—lets you breathe again!
Ruth Collemer is chairman, these se
rett. Mrs. Annie Watts. Mrs. Myrtle erine Starrett, who accompanied by
Broadman, Mrs. Emma Foster. Wil- her father Fred Starrett. called ai
lections. subject to changes, to be
given, piano duo, Mrs. Kathleen
liam Lynch. Rev. and Mrs. Howard the home of Mr. and Mrs. Glenwood
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Elwell of O’Hara and Mrs. Esther Rogers;
Welch. and Mrs. Owen Reynolds. All Siegars. and Mr. and Mrs. Horace j
Portland and Mr. and Mrs. Earle piano solo, Miss Dorothy Lawry; vocal
received several gifts and refresh Allen in Dresden.
Spear, and Miss Dorothy Spear of solos, Mrs. Nettie B. Frost, Miss Mary
Mrs. May Starrett and Clifford
ments were served.
Williams
returned Sunday to Port
Waldoboro were holiday and weekend Lawry and Mrs. Mildred Havener,
Knp it
...Vu il Mb
Guests Christmas Day at the Con
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Rack
land after a weekend visit with Mr.
gregational parsonage were. Louts
liffe, State street.
and Mrs Chester Wallace.
Mr. and Mrs. Sydney Snow and
Sawyer, who joined his family here,
Mrs. Ellen Wellman and Maurice
daughter Eleanor of Worcester. Mass .
and his sisters. Miss Corinne Sawyer
GROVER-PELLETIER
Mr. and Mrs. George Porter of
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Rising of spent Christmas .with Mrs. Snow’s
Wellman were holiday guests of Mrs.
A pretty wedding was solemnized . and Miss Mida Sawyer, all of CamReading, Mass., spent Christmas wilttj parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Richard Commonwealth avenue, Brighton,
Clara Spear.
Mass, spent Christmas with Mrs. Christmas morning at the Wellington i denMiss Mary G. Walker entertalne.l '
hls parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hairy Ris son. Maple street.
Porter’s mother, Mrs. A. L. Vose. On street Congregational Church In Port- j Mr. and Mrs. George Newbert have Friday night at her customary jolly
ing. Purchase street
their return Sunday, they were ac- land, when Vesper Grover, son of, returned from Ecverly. Mass, where
Robert Waterman and Gerald Bev- companied by Mrs. Vose. who will! Mrs. Elizabeth Crockett of this city, they passed the weekend with Mr family Christmas party. Her home
was attractively decorated. Present
Mr. and Mrs. R. M Chesley and eragc spent, the Christmas weekend
spend several days with them.
j was united in marriage to Miss Lil- and Mrs. Glenn Reever.
were Mr. and Mrs. Lee W. Walker of ■
Lora McGaffey were holiday week- j wlth re]atives at North Haven.
, lian Pelletier of Boston, daughter of
Charles Huntley of Camden is Thomaston, Douglas Walker of New
end guests jOf Mr and Mrs. R. W. )
____
Miss S. Elizabeth Nash was a j Mrs. Harry Pelletier of Providence. spending this week with his mother Haven, Conn., and Thomaston. Miss I
Thomas of Winthrop.
I Breakfast Bridge Club was tnterChristmas Day guest of Mr. and Mrs. ' ReV. Franklin Cole performed thej Mrs. Wilder Moore.
Florence Eastman of Beverly, Mass.
------, ta’ned Monday by Mrs. John Stevens
I George C. Sandner and family ceremony, using the single ring
Bert Benner and daughter Edna of Miss Pauline Starrett of Friendship.
Donald W. Fogg passed Christmas at a noon luncheon. Special guests
service.
Belfast were callers Sunday on Mr Miss Dorothy Orff of Waldoboro, Mrs.
Day with his grandmother. Mrs. W 'were Mrs. .Walter Spear. Mrs. Ray Granite street.
The couple were attended by Miss and Mrs. John Davis and Mr. and N B. Eastman, Mr. and Mrs. George
C. Fogg, in Freeport.
! Eaton, Mrs. Earle McIntosh and Mrs.
Mrs. Annie M. Pole of Southboro,, Charlotte Gray as bridesmaid and Mrs. George Ranquist.
W. Walker, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
------Leola Rose.
Mass.. Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Plint j Howard Cookingham as best man,
William E. Graves and son George
Holiday guests at a family dinner Walker. Dr. and Mrs. Fred G. Camp
Mrs. Mary Clark and Miss Louise , and sons Oscar and Dennis, were both of Boston. The bride was party at the home of Mr. and Mrs. bell and daughter Jean, and Miss
spent Christmas in Portland with
’Metcalf of Lincolnville were guests dinner guests Sunday, of Mr. and ■ dressed in Wall's blue satin, with lac
Mr. Graves' daughter.
Jesse Mills were Mr. and Mrs. John Eda St. Clair.
cap sleeves and matching accessories. 1
Christmas Day of Mrs. Elizabeth Mrs. Everett Hastings in Warren.
Mr. and Mrs. S. F. Copeland have
Mills and daughters, Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Gray wearing Wallis blue crepe, ;
Ephraim P. Colson of Providence Crcckett.
Lawrence Mills and son Lawrence, closed their home here and will be
John H. McGrath W’as the Christ- both wearing large blue hats. The ;
and Miss Flora Colson spent the hoi-1
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Chaples and located for the winter in thc Allen
iday with Mr. and Mrs. Fred Colson.
Mrs. Henry Randall and grand- ' mas guest of Misses Maurine Burns groom's gift to the bride was an emZ
a
,
.
j
i daughter. Mr. and Mrs. Roger Mills house, Limerock street, Rockland.
bossed manicure set. and to the best
’
| daughter Miss Joyce Kahili, are com- j and Helen Burns, Gay street.
and two daughters. Mrs. Elizabeth
man he gave a gold trimmed ciga- |
Mr. and Mrs. John Gatti and son'ing from Portland, Wednesday to
SOUTH WARREN
Mills and Miss Doris Hyler. all of
Mr. and Mrs. Alden Perry were rette case. The bride's gift to the
of Willimantic, Conn., are visiting spend the remainder of the week
Rockland.
*
Mrs. Gatti’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. [ with Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Britt and C. hosts to a family dinner party of 15 groom was a gold wrist watch and
Mr. and Mrs E. W. Haskell of Deer
The annual meeting and election
Christmas Day at their home on she presented her attendant with a
Maurice F. Lovejoy.
j M. Harrington.
of offlcers in Crescent Temple, P. S„ Isle called Sunday on relatives here. 1
Cedar street.
gold vanity.
Mr. and Mrs. L. R. Bucklin and
will be held Friday night at a spe
Miss Mary E. Havener is home ' Mrs. Harriet ®. Frost and Miss
Mrs. Grover attended the public
cial meeting. The usual supper pre Mrs. Leila Lermond attended funeral
from Bryant & Stratton’s School in Mabel Spear left today for a trip to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hudson and schools at Winterville, graduating
ceding the meeting will be omitted. services Thursday for Fran< S. Morse
Boston.
St Petersburg. Fla.
daughter Judith of Augusta were hol from high school in 1924. and from
In its place there will be a Christ in Bangor.
iday guests of Mrs. Ella Bird.
the Portland School of Beauty Cul
Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Copeland and
mas
tree, after which light refresh
Mrs. Helen Clark was a guest over
John S. Lowe Jr. of Boston spent 1
ture in 1929. She was at one time
Mrs. Rose Marshall were guests
ments
will
be
served.
the holiday of her daughter Mrs. the holiday weekend with his par- j Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Daniels and employed at Al’s Beauty Salon in this
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Mills, accom Christmas Day of Mrs. Rosa Cope
Elton Merrifield in Kezar Falls.
ents. Dr. and Mrs. John Smith Lowe. daughter Barbara of Brewer and city, and since then has been with
panied by Miss Cora Robinson, mo land at The Meadows, Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Daniels and son the State Beauty Culture Service in
Harold Rcttew of the U. S. S. Sirius
Robert Dunton of Winthrop. Mass'
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Buffum and Keith were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Massachusetts. The groom received tored Sunday to Waterville, where
now at the Charlestown Navy Yard
Mr
Mills
attended
the
meeting
of
is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ma- j daughter Miss Charlotte Buffum. Clarence E. Daniels over the holiday. his education in the public schools
ior repairs, spent the week-end with
the Maintenance of Way employes.
gunc.
! spent the Christmas weekend with
in this city, graduating from high j
his family here.
W.
P.
Sidensparker.
who
made
a
------- i Charles Robinson and family, in
Miss Isabelle Kirkpatrick is visiting schocl in the class of 1925. He at
Mrs. Mabel Jordan was holiday
i week's visit with relatives in Belfast
A Masonic Assembly will be held at Portland.
tended Hebron Academy and the I has returned home.
in
New
York.
guest
of her son Henry Jordan in
the Temple, Thursday night, th I
_____
Bellevue Schcol of Embalming ln New
Theresa Huntley is guest this week Rockland.
committee in charge including Mr j Miss Caroline Littlefield is spendMr. and Mrs. Edward J. Hellier York. For the past four years he
Mrs. Mildred Gould of Camden was
i of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Gilley in
and Mrs. Leo Howard. Mr. and Mrs. ' ing the holidays with her brother.
had as holiday and weekend guests has been employed at Chisholm’s '
a caller Friday at Mrs. Rose Mar
Augusta.
B. J. Philbrook and Dr. and Mrs. ■ Charles W. Littlefield and family at
I Mr. and Mrs. Charles West of Au 6pa. After a short honeymoon trip 1
Weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs shall's.
Crosby French of this city, and Mr. ; Montclair, N. J.
the couple will make their home for |
gusta.
Mrs. Josie Hyler of Rockland was
and Mrs. Eugene Shaw and Mr. and )
-------the present at 172 North Mam street.
Qf
Mr and guest Sunday of Her sister Mrs. L. R
Mrs. Horace Bryant of Camden. , Mr. and Mrs. Edwin L. Brown will
A family reunion at the home of
She is now enroute to
rmVTR-LaCROSSE
MrS Earl OUley °f AugUSta' Mts- Cc‘"a Buqklin.
'Members not solicited, please take I leave Wednesday for a winter in the Mr and Mrs. Louis Petroski in
Sherman of Rockland, and Charles Florida where she will visit another
sandwiches.
South, with headquarters at St.
cluded also Lieut, and Mrs. Richard
With members of the two families T<wte q{ Applc(on
sister Mrs. James Packard.
-------Petersburg.
Spofford and son of Providence. Mr. as the only guests, Howe W. Glover
The annuaj raeeting of the Congre• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Rhodes
_____
and Mrs. Frank Pietroski and son and Miss Mary- T LaCross were gational church will be held Saturday
Mrs. Evie E. Overlock
and Miss Ruth Rhodes who spent
Stanley Boynton is the guest of Mr.
Frank of Boston and Thomas Pie quietly married at 3 o'clock Sunday a[ * O.clock wUh the
H
Christmas and the weekend with Mr. ' and Mrs. John O. Stevens, having
Evie E. (Spear) wife of C. E. Over
troski of Boston.
afternoon
at
the
residence
of
Rev.
,
L
Holt
pres
iding.
The
women
of
the
and Mrs. Charles A. Rose, returned ; come from Lexington. Mass., to spend
lock died suddenly Wednesday at her
Fr.
James
A.
Flynn,
pastor
of
st
S
will
serve
supper
to
the
mem
to Newtonville yesterday.
Christmas and New Years with his
home. Although never fully recov
The Rubinstein Club meeting of
Bernard's Church. Fr. Flynn offi- bers following which at 7 o'clock
------' family.
ered from a serious illness of several
Friday
will
take
the
form
of
a
coffee,
ciated,
with
the
single
ring
cereMrs. E R Moody of Warren is |
_____
the parish meeting will be held, with years ago. Mrs. Overlock was able to
from 11 to 1 o'clock, in the Univrrsa- I mony.
visiting Mr. and Mrs. George Moody, | Chapin Class met recently with
H. K. Thomas, president, as chair assist with the household duties and
list vestry.
The couple were attended by Sam man.
Cedar street.
Mrs, Maude Blodgett, an enjoyable
was preparing to leave for the theatre
Miss Beatrice Haskell returned Suntime being spent at sewing. Seven- ; Cedric French was home from I' Glover, a younger brother of the
when
stricken and lived but a few
Mrs. Ella P. Grimes Is spending the |
teen members attended. The next Biddeford to spend Christmas and bridegroom as groomsman, and Miss day t0 Bcston after spending the minutes. Of a home loving dis
winter in St. Petersburg. Fla., a guest
Helen
LaCrosse,
sister
of
the
bride
j
holiday
with
her
parents,
Mr.
and
meeting will be held tonight with Mrs. tf,e weekend with his mother, Mrs.
position devotion to her family was a
at the Floronton Hotel,
as maid of honor. The bride s gown j Mrs s F Haskell.
Velma Marsh, Broad street.
Jane White and his sister. Mrs. Neil
marked characteristic of Mrs. Over
was royal blue velvet, with matching , John S;deni,parker and Miss Elcey
------I Packard.
look.
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Maxey and
Mrs, John G. Snow and daughter
accessories, and wore a corsage bou- Sawyer were dinner guests Christmas
son David were home from Strong to
Funeral services were held Satur
quet
of
white
roses.
Miss
LaCross
i Miss Nancy Snow, spent Monday in
Day of Mr. and Mrs. John E. Davis.
Mr and Mrs. Joseph Ricker of
spend the weekend and holiday.
day at the home where her entire
j Portland.
maid
of
honor,
was
gowned
in
rust
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Christian
Anderson
Augusta have been making a brief
life had been spent. Rev. J. C. Mac
visit with Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gard velvet, with matching accessories, and returned Monday to Scarboro, after Donald of Rockland officiated.
Mr and Mrs Clifford Ladd are
T. and E. Club had a special Christ - ner.
wore a corsage of yellow roses.
a
weekend
visit
with
Mr.
and
Mrs
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Walter C. Ladd.
Mrs. Overlcck is surviived by her
! mas meeting last week, when they
The couple left on a honeymoon Charles Starrett. The family group
husband, one son Elmer; two
Mr. and Mrs. William F. Barring- :had dlnner at HoteI Rockland, late.
Dr. and Mrs. J. A. Richan had a, trip to Boston, and after Jan. 1st which met Saturday at the Starrett
daughters. Mrs. William Rogers and
home, included Mr. and Mrs. Walter
ton of North Adams. Mass . announce ' going to Mrs. Myron Mank's home on holiday guests their daughter. Miss will be at home at 3 Lindsey street.
The principals in this wedding arc starretl and c. Ernest Starrett of Edna of this place; and a sister Mrs.
the engagement of their daughter, Breadway, where a gift laden tree winola Richan. from Skowhegan and
both graduates of Rockland High i this piace and Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Grace Watton cf Thomaston.
'Miss Nathalie Barrington of Provi- was a pleasing pastime for the after- Miss Dorothy Ayer of Boston.
Burial was in the South Warren
'
School,
Mr. Glover having supple- starrctt of South Union.
dence to Wilbur Merrill Frohock of nocnhostess served refreshccmetary.
Mrs. Raymond Welch < Mattie Mc- mented his studies with a course
Maurice Watts, who has been seri
New Ycrk city, son of Dr and Mrs. mcnLs in
later hours.
| Intire) recently underwent a critical at Hebron Academy. He was verv ously ill with pneumonia, is im
Horatio W. Frohock of Rockland.
I
—
Mrs. Helen Carlson spent the holi- major operation in the Patterson prominent in the athletics of both
CUSHING
proving.
Mr and Mrs Oscar S. Duncan da>' and weekend with her son Ed- General Hospital in Patterson. N. J.. institutions, starring in several of the | Callers Sunday at thc home of Mrs.
spent Christmas in Framingham. ward Carlson and family in Portland. and is now recuperating at her home, major sports, and acting t’ubse-i I:a T,agup were Mr. and Mrs. Foster
Alonzo Seavey and James Seavey
26 Union street, Belfast. Mrs. Welch quently as a coach in Rockland High Mank Mrs Maudc Mank and KUs- arc preparing material with which t<;
Mass., guests of their son Maurice L.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl F. Snow had as is known to many Knox County read School athletics. He Ls a son of Mr worth D Mank a„ of North Waibuild a fish weir in the spring.
Duncan.
guests Christmas Day. Mr. and Mrs. ers as head waiter at Beach Inn, Lin and Mrs. William A. Glover, and is [ doboro
Mr and Mrs. Walter Holder and
Watts wh0 has
m the son Richard of Belmont. Mass . were
Miss Madelyn Rawley. who has been Sydffey Snow and daughter Eleanor. colnville Beach. Her parents. Mr. an employe of the W. H. Glover Com-1
the guest of her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Richard Snow and Miss and Mrs. John McIntire, who have pany. He belongs to the Rockland paj)t few weeks, is able to be about weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs, W.
Jasper Rawley, returned Sunday night Frances Snow of Cambridge. Mass . been visiting ‘their other daughter. Kiwanis Club. The bride is a daugh-, the house
B. Holder.
to Boston.
Miss Martha Wasgatt of Chambers- Mr.s. Everett Van Riper, at Mountain tery of Mrs. Mnry LaCrosse
Mr and Mrs Emerson W. Perkins
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Inabinet and
_____
, burg. Pa., Miss Eleanor Snow o. View, N. J., will return there if Mrs. Congratulations will be extended b;. wc,e holiday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
children Peter and Carolyn of St.
Mr. and Mrs. William Hooten of j White Flains, N. Y„ and Willian Welch's condition continues to im a very large circle of friends.
, Percy Moody in Waidoboro.
George passed Christmas with Mr.
New London. Conn., spent the holi Rounds cf 'Portland.
prove. and will then go to Florida on
Miss Lucy Teague of Cranford. N. and Mrs. James Seavey.
day at thc home of Ernest H. Quinn.
their annual sojourn.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph E. Blaisdell. j u sp.nd!ng the holidays with her
The Helpful Club enjoyed a Christ
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Leach have
spent the holiday in Sidney.
; parent5 Mr and Mrs. E. C. Teague. mas tree last Tuesday night at the
returned
from
a
wedding
trip
and
are
Circle supper wil be served at the
Mr. and Mrs. Donald H. Fuller left
' She was joined there the holiday home of Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Robbins,
Congregational Church Wednesday occupying the Ludwick house on this morning for Miami, Fla., where
Mr and Mrs. Sherman Rokes spent
Mr. Robbins filling the role of Santa
night. Rev. Corwin H. Olds and Mil- Chestnut street. About 20 friends they will spend the winter. They are Christmas with Mr and Mrs. Robert weekend by Mr. and Mrs. Heurv
Claus in a commendable manner and
Teague of Machias.
ton Griffin, co-chairmen. The as gave them a surprise housewarming making the journey by motor.
Campbell in Lewiston.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Robinson finding gifts for all on the beautifully
sisting committee comprises M. F. Christmas night, among them being
Mr. and Mrs. Ouy B. Hull and WCTe visitors Saturday of Mr. and decorated tree. The club will have
Shakespeare Society met last night
Lovejoy, Fred Black. G. A. Law Mr. and Mrs. Carl Snow and their
a supper New Year's Eve at the
rence, W. I. Ayer, H. B. Bird. W. W. house guests, Mr. and Mrs. John I. with Mrs. Helena Fales, 19 members family of Winchester, Mass., spent j Mrs Bryan Robinscn s.
Mrs- Helen Hilton and Mrs. William home of Mrs. L. B. Olmer.
Spear, E. K. Leighton, C. H. Duff, Snow and family, Capt. and Mrs. answering the roll call. Mrs. Eliza the weekend with their grandmother,
Mr. and Mrs. Ansel Orne are visit
Stickney entertained the following at
J. C. Perry. H. A. Buffum. C. F. Snow, Keryn Rice and Kennedy Crane Jr beth Otis as leader, led the study of Mrs. Adelaide Butman.
____
' Christmas dinner, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph ing their daughter. Mrs. Fred Cush
Eugene O'Neil as a playwright, also
A J. Bird, A. L. Orne, H. B. Fales,
The engagement of Miss Corinne gt'.ckney, daughter Shirley and son man In Franklin.
Lawrence Dandeneau spent the giving a review of the play "Beyond
John I. Sr.cw, J. O. Stevens. C. I.
Mr. and Mrs G. A. Robbins have
Burrows. Leo Howard. Albert Rams Christmas weekend as guest of his the Horizon." Mrs. Aldana Spear Foss Ellsworth to Robert O. Emmons, j Eugene. Mrs. Clara Lermond of
presented a splendid paper on "The son of Mr. and Mrs. Calvin R. Em- Rockland. Mr. and Mrs. Earl Maxey received a radiogram telling of the
dell. J. E. Stevens, E. J. Hellier, 3. family in Portland.
B. Smith, Henry Chatto. Victor Rams
Scene Wherein We Play In." A book mons of Biddeford, has been an- j and family, Mr. and Mrs. Roy Gaspar safe arrival of their daughter. Mrs.
A
happy
family
gathering
observed
review of "Emperor Jones" by O'Neil, nounced. Miss Ellsworth was edu and daughters of Thomaston, and J Ethel (Robbins) Edson with her sons.
dell, E. C. Davis, Dr. A. W. Foss, E.
Austin and Robert, in Shanghai from
L. Spear, A. C. Jones, Alan L. Bird. the holiday at the Beech street home was given by Mrs. Leola Wiggin, the cated at Parsonsfield Seminary and Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Stickney.
The offlcers-elcct cf E. A. Starretl. the Philippines where they had been
C. A. Emery. Kennedy Crane, Homer of Mr. and Mrs. Kennedy Crane with leader then discussing the book Fryeburg Academy and attended
Robinson, R. E. Thurston. Joseph sons Lawrence. Kennedy Jr. and •‘Anna Christie." Mrs. Fales then Jackson College. Mr. Emmons was S.U.V.. Auxiliary, will be installed at since evacuation of Shanghai several
Emery, J. E. Bradstreet and Charles Robert present. Ken and Robert mo gave a reading from the play "Desire graduated from Biddeford High a special meeting Wednesday at 8 weeks ago. They returned to be
toring down from Skowhegan in the Under the Elms." A review was given School and is now a member of the o'clock by Mrs. Edith Wylie, her as- with Major Edson who has been ill
Merritt.
small hours of Christmas morning ac by Mrs, Grace Lawrence on "Strange Maine State Police, stationed at sistants: Mrs. Helen Hilton, chap and remains under hospital care.
Mrs Charles Stone has returned
Sale on Evening Dresses all this companied by Margaret Dunton Interlude," and read from an article Bridgton. No date is announced for lain; Mrs. Clara Lermond, guide;
week. Alfreda Perry. 7 Limerock Crane (Mrs. Robert) and youthful called creative reading, Robert Gay. the wedding. Mr. Emmons is a Mrs. Edna White, assistant guide; to Port Clyde after two weeks visit
155-lt Rebecca. Another guest was Profes "Mourning Becomes Electra" was read brother of Mrs. Forest Pinkerton of Mrs. Annie Lehto. first color guard; with her mother Mrs. Laura Fllnton.
street.
this city. Miss Ellsworth is from Miss Ida Stevens, second color guard.
sor F. E. Foss of New York. Law by Miss Winifred Coughlin.
Irving Fales was given a surprise
Camden.
Each member is privileged to invite party recently in commemoration of
E. K. Gould has removed his law rence, who is manager of the Wil
one guest for tlie ceremony. Refresh hls birthday A pleasant evening wa
Burdell’s Dress Shop. Formal and
office from 375 Main street to 400 liams College hockey team, left yesBefore stock-taking sale at Bur- ments will be served under direction passed by the company of 15 and
1terday for (Lake Placid. N, Y„ where semi-formal dresses, for the New
Main street (over Woolworth’s).
155-lt dell's Dress shop—adv
Year parties—adv.
155-lt of Mrs. Mabel Mills and Mrs Bertha Mr Fates received an attractively
hts team is to play.
131-«

WARREN

OCl ETY

COLD CATCHERS
T

V.CKfl>

Va-tro-nol

79

ARTISTS

Ready To Work For You

FREE!
If you arc a merchant advertising in The CourierGazette you have your pick of the work of 79 leading com

mercial artists—thc largest and most highly-paid group of

specialists in the world!

Yet this service costs you not a

single penny. It is supplied to you FREE by The CourierGazette.

The Courier-Gazette offers you an average of more than
1200 separate advertising illustrations each month through

thr Meyer Both Genrral Newspaper Service, to which this
newspaper Ls the sole and exclusive subscriber in Rockland.

Through the Meyer Both Service, The Courier-Gazette is

not only able to give you authentic pictures of your mer
chandise and sure-fire selling ideas in pictorial form—but
hard-hitting headlines and sales-getting copy suggestions

as well!

Let this modern advertising service increase your busintss!

It is cnly anc of the many measures taken by The

Courier-Gazette to assure you bigger, faster results from
your advertising!

Advertise in

THE COURIER GAZETTE
decorated cake made by his daughter, ]
Miss Barbara Fales.
Miss Fannie Crute of thc Winsted j
(Conn.) High School facutly is home!
for the holidays.
The Union Church is closed for the j
winter. Rev. Mr. Lewis was greeted I
by a large congregation Sunday ‘
when he delivered an impressive ser
mon appropriate to the Yuletide sea
son.
The immigrant who, landing at
New York 40 years ago and starting
as a bootblack, accumulated $176,500
at his trade, may well be held up as
a shining example.—Exchange.

Wednesday-Thursday

Boxwood Wreaths
We are ready to make

BOXWOOD WREATHS
for the cemetery

$2.00 to $5.00 each
If you want something more
"durable" ask for our new, ready
made—

“PINEWAY” WREATHS
$2.00, $2.25, $3.00 each
Silsby’s Flower Shop
TEL. si«-w
J71 MAIN ST,

RtKALAND
140-tf

WEDNESDAY NIGHT IS
BANK NITE, $175

ALCATRAZ
ISLANI1
t

There goes that
cuckoo clock
again (

JR’

TWO WORDS

.
w». *-

THAT STRIKE -

«

V*-,.'.

FEAR IN

EVERY RAT

IN AMERICA!

THURSDAY

WATCH THIS LOCO BOY MAKE
GOOD!...ANO WE DO MEAN HUGH!

Another liot-from-the-head
line* tcoop for WARNER BROS.

NOW PLAYING
“TRI E CONFESSION"

with

HUGH HERBERT

CAROLE LOMBARD

ALLEN JENKINS - MARCIA RALSTON

FRED MarMI'RRAY

TODAY
"TIIANK YOU. MR. MOTTO"
with

Strand

Matinee S. Evening 6.30 and 8.30
Contlnuons Saturday 2 00 to 10.30

PETER LORRE

PARK S

Page Eighf

Heard
Seen
Said
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AT THE
NATION’S CAPITOL

Down In St. Pete

Educational Club

G. H. Are Gets Letter From

Piogram For Coming Season

Lieut. Tyler Spear—N. W.

Announced—Offers Many

Lermond’s Shell Game

Attractive Features

St. Petersburg. Pla.. Dec 20—Comes
i this morning a letter from Lieu..
By Clyde H. Smith representing Maine's Second Congressional District
Commander Tyler W. Spear iD C.l
The Nation's Capital. Dec. 28 (Special class legislation. It would not be ac- US.N.—whose home is in Rockland.
to The Courier-Gazette).
(curate, however, to place the three Me.—wherein he says that he is once
Legislation fcr agriculture relief. \ Maine Congressmen in this group, more on duty at the Naval Training
introduced in both Senate and House, [ They felt it entirely proper to de- Station in Great Lakes. Ill. He re
early in the special session, was bit- 1 termine whether or not the measure called an incident of cur service to
terly contested. The House measure ( dealt justly with the people of Maine. gether there in 1920 when Dr Spear
came to a vote. December 10. and , The first thing arresting attention accused me of using him as a foct
was approved. 267 to 130. Just pre- is that these farm bills propose relief da"vicus to its passage, there was a very for five crops only—tobacco, corn, II had been sent toGreat Lakes by
close vote on a motion to recommit wheat, cotton and rice. It is true i ^he Surgeon General s cffice to clean
—196 for and 206 against. This that, as proposed, the Commodity UP and consolidate dental activities
signifies that the legislators of the Credit Corporation can make leans ■there from a war tune to a peace time
lower branch of Congress, while pur- on other "agricultural commodities, basis. I didn t want the job but I
posing, by a substantial majority, to including dairy products." But in wasn t asked about that, and when
pass some form of farm legislation, general marketing quotas and acre- I arrived on the station Dr. Spear.
were quite equally divided on the age allotment—the vigorous drive to then a junior lieutenant, was one of
advisability of delaying until the restore farm prices is made on the the 15 dental officers I found on duty
Ccmmittee on Agriculture could five major crops above mentioned there.
further study and re-write the bill. J The soil conservation program, with
After a preliminary "look-see over
The three Maine Congressman were its possibilities of aid to agriculture a station where some 50 odd dental
among the 196 who voted to recom- anywhere is continued, but Maine officers had been operating during
mit. On the passage of the House gets a small share of these payments the war I found that the first thing
measure, the three Representatives —they chiefly going to the South and I would have to do was to retrieve,
from Maine were among the 130 to West. Moreover, both the present and condition and reassemble the scatvote against while the favoring vote long time results must inevitably be tered dental equipment of 37 comwas 267.
more competition, rather than less, piste dental offices, ship it to Mare
In the Senate, the companion for dairy and other New England Island. Calif. where it was needed
measure had a similar history. Both , farm products.
. for further shipment to points on the
Maine Senators voted with the miIt is important to note also, that Asiatic station, then apportion the
nority of 29 in favor of recommitting, if this legislation amounts to any- remaining equipment in new offices ;
as opposed to 57 who did not wish to thing it will increase the consumer which had to be established at ad- .
recommit. On the final passage the cost of those five commodities, vantageous points on the Great Lakes
vote was 57 to 29. Hale and White Maine raises no rice; tobacco, with station where dental service might be
voting with the negative side
1 us is no more than a garden curiosity; given with least interruption to trainThe bill has now gone to a Com- a pound of cotton was never harvest- in8 routine, reassign the dental offlmittee of Conference, charged with ed in our State. We produce a little cers. systematize the routine and supthe duty of smoothing out the points corn and some wheat but the quanti- Piic® and fbfn
back and hdld the
of variance between the House and ties are negligible in comparison with bag.
Senate measures. It may be prophe- the thousands of carloads of theseNaturally I was on
the lookout fot
sied that this committee will not re- grains which we bring in from the somebody who could do this woik for
port until the second week of the West. If the buying power of the nie while I sat at my desk and locked
new Congress—the Seventy-Sixth— farmers who raise the five crops in- wise.
which assembles on January 3d.
question is in part restored (no one
In accordance with the best Naval
It is quite generally conceded that has the courage to prophesy complete traditions. I promptly passed the
the farmer has not had a square restoration), the improvement in buck to two offlcers. both senior to
deal; every party platform for the , general business may benefit the, Dr Spear, in the hope of getting
past twenty years has said so. The Maine farmer. Other than this something done One of these two
regular session of the 75th Congress, somewhat remote and vague pros- officers I selected was of the type
before adjourning last August, pro pect we in Maine shall be made who considered Dentistry in the
mised. by passing a resolution, to do aware of this legislation, when it Navy was spending his time solely
something about it. The passage of goes into effect, chiefly by increased inside somebody s mouth. The other
the Senate and House measures is prices for those five agricultural one was born lazy. Then I tried
an effore to keep faith with that staples, directly treated in the bill Lieutenant Spear and immediately
I began to get results.
resolution.
and products made from them.
A few legislators were temperamen
Without going into details. I
tally opposed to any legislation of this
As the measure stood wnen pre
character, either on the ground that sented for mv approval on December started what I afterward learned Dr
it would not help the agricultural 10. I could not vote for it. The lack Spear considered a campaign of
industry or that it was unjustifiable of consideration for New England kicking h‘m a11 0V€r the '’*aCe' ?
was too obvious and the general re- look charge of the denta
ni in
suit too uncertain. There was persis- the Av*ation Mechanics sc oo an
tently present the haunting—almost after he had repainted the place <1
don't know where he Jgot
materrifying doubt as to whether these dont
01 his
** ma
/,
measures would accomplish anything terials but I do know he didn't
„ , ask
.,
... ,
.,
.
me for them) put down new linoleum
worth while for the country as a IIle lu
____ ..__
on the floors of the three operating
whole or even the five branches of
rooms, imbued the four hospital
agriculture singled out for special
favor. The Government contribution corpsmen on duty there with^somewould be a half billion dollars or thing beside apathy, broug t
e
more. To make this enormous ex- equipment up to date and got things
penditure with little or no results, systematized and running smoothly,
would so confuse and discourage the 1 promptly transferred him.
trans
friends of agriculture relief as to de- ferred him to an even worse loo ing
lay action for a decade.
*here he did an even *tte'
Of course the basic idea of these j<* of rehabilitation and again I
bills is wrong; they present a scarcity transferred him. this time to the de
program for which, except as a tern- tention camp, the most overwor e
porary expendient in the face of and hardest job on the station,
Your name and address printed
great emergency, there is no excuse
Then one daj he came into my
on envelopes and paper or mono
I confess to weariness and stricture ofllce at Headquarters and asked if
gram on sheets, address on enve
of heart at the thought of voting for,
might be allowed to express him
lopes.
Black, Blue, Green or
self regarding certain things.
I
—
or
even
contemplating
—
legislation
Brown ink.
agreed
and
he
informed
me
that
he
planned to curtail production and in
WATER STRIPED VELLUM
crease costs when there are so many thought I was using him for a foot
White Deckle Edge
in need. These problems are such ball. I had to admit he was right
36 folded sheets 4%x7%
36 envelopes 4x5% square flap
as try the souls of men and make one but I told him at the same time that
$1.15 postpaid
wonder if a leader or group will not he was the best little football I had
1 soon come on the scene, capable or 11 didn 1 take him long t0
llie
OR
60 flat sheets 7%xl0%
so planning that these surplusses,! P°mt
50 envelopes 4x7% square flap
Now he's back at Great Lakes
which now threaten us from all
$1.40 postpaid
directions, may become a blessing again after an absence of 17 years,
and I hope he's as good now as he
AUTOCRAT DECKLE EDGE
rather than a curse.
was then.
White Vellum
Got to go out and play golf tomor
Square flap envelopes and folded
sheets
row, and. Gosh, how I dread it. Any50 envelopes 4x5%
| body would think that if you put a
60 sheets 4%x7%
little golf ball on top of a little red j
$1.35 postpaid
I tee and stood behind it with all the
world in front of you. it would go
somewhere when you hit it. Well, it
won't do any such thing. Those
cussed little pills were sired by an I
Australian boomerang and cursed
by everybody who ever had anything
to do with them, and the only reason
they don't wind up behind you when I
you hit them is because that would
make the game easier.
• » • •
I stood on Number Nine tee at
Pasadena today and socked three
seventy-five cent golf balls into a.
Your name and address printed
on sheets and envelopes only
puddle of water I could almost spit
UCH a scene should
across and if I had done what I really
PATRICIAN
never be played to
White Laid
wanted to do then I would have
empty pews — and, say
Black, Blue, Brown. Green Ink
taken off my spiked shoes and
■what you please, a full
60 folded sheets 4%x7%
thrown 'em after the golf balls. I
40 envelopes 4x5%
church means good ad
■ didn't though. I have to keep ’em
OR
vance notices. Most of all,
and buy some more golf balls and
60 flat sheets 6%xl0%
plenty of invitations—
try again. Gosh, how. I dread it.
40 envelopes 4x6s,
A prediction: That the Roving Re
aristocratic-looking ones,
$1.15 postpaid
porter's black cat will be a welcome
beautifully engraved.
GRAYTONE TWEED
visitor in any home it enters. He s lost
Such invitations should
Vellum
one of his nine lives however. First
be engraved upon the
60 folded sheets 4%x7%
morning he arrived here he fell out
40 envelopes 4x5%
rich, vellum-like texture
of thj: mail box and got all chewed
OR
of LinweaveWedding Pa
up by one of these no account dawgs
60 flat sheets 6%xl0%
pers. May we show them
around here.
40 envelopes 4x6%
$1.15 postpaid
Professor Norman Lermond. cura
to you?
tor of the Knox Arboretum in Thom
The Courier-Gazette
aston is running a shell game down
.iALW e /JAf (.---- here in St. Pete. Forty members of
the St. Petersburg Shell Club of
which Prof Lermond is president and
ROCKLAND. ME.
WKIIDIM. PAPER*
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Every-OtKer-Day

The Woman's Educational Club
enters upon another season next
month and herewith makes announce- j

GIVES AWAY HIS EYE
... John Amos, 68, gave
one of his eyes for op
eration which it is hoped
will save one eye of
fll'ul, World) t!SP)
Frank Chabina, 20, who
is shown shaking hands SUNK BY JAP BOMBS ... The U. S. Gunboat Panay, which
with his benefactor in Japanese bombs sent to bottom of Yangtze river above Nan
New Orleans hospital. king, Chinese capital, resulting in sham interchange of notes
Surgeons needed unim between the two nations. At least thre.
aericans aboard
paired cornea to repair were killed and at least 18 wounded, including Lt. Com. James
youth's injured optic.
J. Hughes (mset), commanding officer, who suffered broken leg

Memorial Music. Dancing. Jackie
Passon. Guest speakers: Governor
Lewis O. Barrows. "Maine." Presi
dent A. A Hauck. U. of M "Educa
tion.’' Forum.
• • • •
Feb 18—3 p. m., Lessons. Discus
sions. etc. Three-minute papers: Ben
Franklin. Emma Lindsay; Fanny
Crosby. Annie Hahn; Robert Morris.
Eva
Loring; Alexander Hamilton.
„

ment of the attractions which will Mary Fales; Emily Dl kinsen. Evelyn
be offered the next four months McKusick.
5 p. m—Speaker. Freeman Young.
The prospectus follows:
“How to Put Pep Into Sales Talks.”
• • • »
6 p. m.—Box lunch, coffee in dn.ng
OFFICERS
hall.
7 p ni —Guest speaker. Justice
President—Mary Perry Rich, Rock Herbert Powers, of Fort Fairfield.
land, R. F. D.
“Justice.”
Vice Pi esidents—Enierlrae, Ida Sim
Pictures. The Holy Land. Rev J. C.
mons. Bertha Orbeton, Janette Dun- , MacDonaid
ton. Elizabeth Morton. Mabel Hard- j Music, Rita Rcbir.son.
ing. Rebecca Ingraham. Etta Covel. * j
....
Secretary—Mabe! Wiley
, March 18—2 p m.—Papers: BeneAs«cciate Secretary — Marguerite j diet Arnold. Leona R steen; Major
Gculd.
: Andre. Elizabeth Morion: Nathan
Trea urer—Zaida Winslow.
Hale, Eva Pease; John Jay, Georgie
Auditor—Tertha Orbeton.

Snow; Andrew Jackson, Carrie Bri to.

Press Reporter—Marguerite Gcu’.d. Ri-hard Henry Lee. Lucy Sillery;
C’ub Poets—Elizabeth Marsh, Sara James Wilson. Inez Reed; Edna St
McCullagh. Irene Moran. Effie Law- Vincent Millay. Emma Bradstreet:
rence, Dorothie Harvie, Etta Sanbo-n. Svsanna Wesley. Inez Reed; Woodrow
Delora Morrill. Civtie F.ench Spear, W:lson, Cora HaU; Amelia Earhart,
Shirley Rollins. Jennie Flood Kreger,' Alice Robbins; James Madison, Lida
I^eah Ramsdell. Ruth Ellingwood. Spear; George Mason. Bertha OrbeWinifred Horton. Mary Perry Rich, ten
Jessie Stewart.
5pm —Spe: k r Judge Harry Wil
Critics—Nettie Stewart. Ellen Dy bur. "Citizenship Failures."
er. Evelyn McKusick.
6 p in.—Bex lunch, coffee.
Perfect Attendance for 1937 Stat7.15—Guest speakers: Dr. Milton D.
ed Meetings—Mary Perry R;ch, Lena Proctor. President Westbrook Junor
Merrill. Emma Bradstreet. Leila Ben- College. Portland. Tcpic "Guidance
ner, Ida Simmons, Cora Haraden. : A Function of the Home;” and
Evie Loring. Fannie Dow. Priscilla Cheney Jonas, Boston, SuperlntendRichardson, Bertha Orbeton. For 12 ent New England Home for Little
panics. Mr.s. Rich. Mrs Haiaden. Mrs. Wanderers Our Youth. '
Loring
....
Blue Ribbon Awards to Ward CapApril 1—3 p. m—Papers: Joseph
tains—Mrs. Brav. Mrs. Britto. Miss Warren. Maiv Cripps; Eihan Allen.
Oibeton. Mrs. Bray.
Barbara Jack ; Roger Williams, Celia
Magaz.ne award for securing mem- Hapworth; Margaret Deland. Mrs
oerships — Eertha Orbeton. Aurelia Clark Staples; Rufus King, Nettie
• DIZZY” PLAYS SANTA . . . Mrs. Henry
, Bray.
Witherspoon: Samuel Adams. Ethel
L. Doherty, wife of the New York en
gineer and scientist, pulled the whiskers
1936 Interim Hotcsses—Lena Mer- Sukeforth: Benjamin Rush, Marv
off Santa Claus at her sixth annual Christ STORK RACES BLIZZARD . . . Dramatic highlight of
rill. Ida Simmons, Effie Lawrence, Fales; Eleanor Roosevelt, Minnie
mas party for 600 underprivileged Florida eastern cold wave which took 29 lives was the rescue of
Congregational vestry. Minnie Rogers Blethen: Phcsbe Cary, Eessie Hewett:
children at the Miami Biltmore County three expectant mothers from snowbound building and
Mrs Addie Winchenbach and Mrs Nancy Hanks. Lelia Benner; Queen
Club, and who should he turn out to be their transfer to Buffalo hospital by Eggertsville (N. Y.)
William Elliott. Minnie Miles. Mary victoria, Shiiley Rollins; Phillips
but that idol of American youth—"Dizzy''
Fales. Emma Bradstreet. Leiia Benner Brcoks, Vera French; E'.bridge Gerry.
Dean!
1 Lena Merrill.
Bessie Bowers.
5 p m—Speaker: To be announced.
1937 Interim Ouest Speakers—Mrs.
Grace Frost. Dr C. C. Little. Cleve | 6 p. m.—Box lunch, coffee.
7 p. tn—Guest speaker: Former At
land Sleeper. Mr and Mrs E. M. Lawren-e. Prof Harry Baker. Rev and torney-General. Clement Robinson of
Mrs. Olds. Rev. Charles Brocks. Rev. Portland, subject, "Current Events."
J. C. MacDonald. John Lane. Lieut Pictures.
Lowness,' Prof. J. O. Newton. Judge
May 6—2 p. m —Recognition Day
Gould. Roland Patten. E. C. Moran
Jr. Rev. Robert Beecher. John M. for special membership service. Awards
Richardson. Rev Cecil Witham. Ches- Key Women.
| ter Black. Oliver Hamlin. Charles F.
Papers: Molly Pitcher. Marguerite
Dwinal. Roy Fernald.
Gould; Maud Balllngton Booth. NetBronze tablet unveiling at the tie Stewart; Lady Nancy Astor, Leah
Shrine of Edna St. Vincent Millay. Ramsdell Fuller; Jane Carlyle. Mabel
KNOW THEIR ONIONS . .. Youthful 4-H
Sept. 6. 1935. was followed by bronze Hoibrock; Benjamin Harrison, Lilia
Club members turned into Christmas
shopping cash their ability to judge, grade TRAFFIC KEYNOTER . . . Application of Golden Rule as
tablet unveiling Sept 3. 1937. at birth- E'.liot; Lucy Larcom. Lena Miller;
and identify vegetables in national contest
place oi the famous sister actresses Luther Burbar.k, Anna Paulitz;
key
to
nation's
growing
traffic
safety
problem
was
advo

of Vegetable ~ Growers' Association of cated by David M. Goodrich (right), chairman of board of
Max.ne Eliiott and Gertrude Elliott George The Third, Helen McIntosh.
America in New York. Charles F. Small, B. F. Goodrich company, shown with Charles Spencer Hart
(Lady Forbes-Robertson>. at 13 Hall
5 p. m—Speaker. Rev Dr John
chain store executive, is shown presenting
street.
Lowe. "Our Inheritance and Our
(left),
grand
exalted
ruler
of
Elks,
and
Paul
G.
Hoffman,
winners' checks to Katherine Cvtrynak,
1937 Key Women — For Prompt Hope. '
20. of Troy, N. Y„ and Melvin Pike, 16, of president of Automotive Safety Foundation, during nation
Team Work—Mary Perry Rich. Ber6 p. m.—Eox lunch, coffee.
wide
Elks
Traffic
Safety
program
broadcast.
Willoughby. Ohio.
m
tha Orbeton. Priscilla Richardson, Ida
7.15—Election of officers. Annual
Simmons. Aurelia Bray.
I reports.
Many clubs in this club—A literary,
Guest speaker. Edwin L. Brown,
patriotic, study, current events, civic, | Travel Abroad—Art Exhibit.
service club. Continuous sessions at
----------------- G A. R. hall. 3 to 9 30 Fridays. Jan.
GLEN COVE
Capt. Wincapaw, the “Sky 21 to May 6. then irregular Home nc- ( Bunham Small of camden was
nics, always with speakers. Come
Santa,” Increased His Itin i any time. Annual dues 25 cents, no guest Iast Tuseday of Capt. Ross
further obligation. Life membership | Eaton at Glen Heights,
erary This Year
five dollars. Every feminine is eligible.
Mrs. Ada Hall of Boston is visiting
Study—Psychology, Current Events. her mother, Mrs Mary Hall.
R-rversing Kris Kringle's usual
{Social Problems, Civics, Book RePenobscot View Grange held forth
route from tit? North, New England's 1 views. Five minute papers on Fa
in grand style at its latest meeting,
By GKAGIE ALLEN
i "Santa Claus of the air" swung his mous Women, U. S. History, with
local guest speakers at 5 p. m.. Club visitors being present from Pleasant
The stork that deposited me in
big aerial sled northward last Friday coffee at 6 p. m. in dining hall. State Valley Grange and a Christmas pro
San Francisco back when 1 was
very small, must have come by way
to drop Christmas packages to speakers, pictures, music, forum same gram serving as additional pleasure.
evening, all free to members
of Yokohama because there’s some
winterlock
’d lighthouse keepers from
thing about California that always
Patriotic Devotions — The Lord's Refreshments were served and
has made me feel at sea on land. I
W-st Qucddy head to New York City. Prayer. Preamble to U S. Constitu Gerald Beverage acted as Santa.
was schooled in a convent which
American's Creed. Gettysburg Claus in connection with a heavily
His plane stocked with well- tion.
I attended until my sisters and I
Address. Flag Salute, memorized, re laden Christmas tree.
wrapped packages, the "flying Santa." peated in unision standing.
decided to be career women.
Dancing, to me, seemed to keep
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Merry of Port
Cap'.ain William H Wincapaw. re
folks up on their toes more than
enacted for the ninth successive time
Jan. 21. 1938. G. A. R. Hall. 3 p. m. land were callers recently on friends
stenography or hoop rolling
So
a gcod-will mission which he began —Roll Call. Current Events. Quota and relatives here.
with Father as maitre de danse, we
perfected our steps in the parlor and
Mr. and Mrs. William Fuller were
while operating a seaplane base in tions. Psychology. History Quiz. Constltution Catechism. Memory Drill. gu?sts christmM D of Mr and
were booked at the local Hippo
Rockland.
His
route
has
grown
so
Success Stories. Three-minute pa- ■
drome, in one of its manager’s un
large that he has devoted two days pers: Harriet Beecher Stowe. Hazel franK fuller.
guarded moments. But one fateful
Woodward; Patrick Henry. Elizabeth
Mrs. Ida Murch of Rockland visited
day, Gracie lost her balance in the
to the pleasant task.
midst of a kick.
It brought the
Black; Thomas Jefferson. Marian the holiday at the home of Mrs. C. E.
“
I
wouldn't
stop
it
now."
said
house down, along with my sisters
Lindsay; Lillian M. N Stevens, Leitl; ; oreK0rv
Captain Wincapaw before he took Whitten; Blinders for Youth. • Ann? '________________________________
and me, but failed to please the man
ager They’re funny that way.
off on the first leg of the trip.
Snow; John Hancock. Edith Richards.
For several seasons, 1 played Irish
“If I can t do the flying. I'll hire Recognition for definite membership
colleen roles with the Larry Reilly
service. 1938 Key Women. Blue Rib
somebody to keep it going.'
Company in vaudeville, but 1 finally
bon awards.
resigned on account of I had a sud
The first days route lay up the
5 p. m—Speaker. Rev. Corwin Olds
den yen to be a secretary. This de
coast to the eastermost points of the "How To Be Tactful." Forum.
sire was never requited (isn't that a
GRACIE ALLEN
6 p. m—Public supper. Ellura Ham
nation. West Quoddy head and Lubec
nice word?), for I accompanied a
light, thence to one Canadian light lin, chairman.
friend to Union Hill, New Jersey, can take more than one nightgown
7.15—Gentlemen's Guest Night. De
one day where they were casting out of her trunk at a time), and
house. Machias Seal Island and then votions, records, business, reports at
vaudeville acts. Backstage, I met with this success, we were married.
southward.
Christmas
Day
he
flew
tendance, solid read.ng, new and life
George Burns, who was doing a
Wc continued to tour the country
over stations along the coast to members, announcements, pay dues.
song and dance act with Billy Lor
and trouped through Europe on two
raine. That was the beginning and occasions. In the interim, Broad
New York City—the flrst time he has
the end of things, I guess. The
way producers and radio sponsors
gone that far south.
doughnuts for the packages. Others;
Alpha and Omega they call it I wanted us to do shows, but we were
Two New Yorkers. S. L. Bick sent chewing gum, cigarets, tea, i
think—or is that a college frater
forbidden by our contract. Actu
nity?
ford and Edward G. Neinecke. sent coffee, almanacs, newspapers and'
ally, our air debut was made in Lon
When we teamed up, George
don, where we appeared for fifteen
along
cakes, candies, toys and books.
made me straight man for his prat

HOW I BECAME
ARADIO.STAR

Flew Two Days

PPORTUNITX

tle.
For some reason, everyone
laughed at
my «•
questions, and
didn’t bother to
hear his answers.
The next day,
George asked the
questions and I
tried to answer
them. It worked
much better that
way. I had been
in vaudeville so
long that for the
first year of our
partnership, I
couldn't get away George Burns
from the
Irish
brogue. It wasn't until later in our
career that I assumed the charac
terization of the “dizzy" girl. Some
times I still feel an urge to stick a
"sure an’ begorrah" into my lines.
After we had worked together
four years, we signed a six year
"big time" vaudeville contract,
(that’s one of the kind where a girl

weeks for the British Broadcasting
Corporation.
In 1930, we made our first movie
shorts, and as soon as thc vaude
ville agreement expired. Paramount
signed us to a screen-stage arrange
ment. About this time we set a
record of seventeen out of eighteen
weeks of consecutive vaudeville on
Broadway.
Eddie Cantor gave us our first
break on the air in this country. He
asked me to do a five-minute guest
spot with him in 1931. For some
reason, everyone liked it, and when
I recommended George, and got
away with it, we were signed to out
first microphone series. Since then
we’ve been on the air so much I'm
practically light-headed. NBC on
Mondays, you know, at this writing.
I suffer from mike fright I adore
formal clothes, hamburgers and
swing music, hut 1 can't stand to
see taxi meters registering Holly
wood? Oh! yes, this is home to
me now.

a shell hunt at Mederia beach. Sev
eral rare shells were found and were
identified by the curator as pink
fasciolang tulipa and sinnid acaiularis. The former is seldom found
north of Sanibol Island. The next
meeting is on Dec. 29 and I hope
they find one of my golf balls.
H. H. CRIE & CO.
G. H. Are.
TF.L. S05
520 15th St.. North.
328 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.
St.
Petersburg,
Fla.
iounder participated Wednesday in

LIVE BAIT

The seaman's work day Is divided Into watches, four hours on duty with eight off. Called for the dawn
watch aboard the Grace Line's “Santa Clara," an A.B. Jumps Into a shower, "mugs up" (coffee and doughnut*)
In the galley before going above for the first task of the day, swabbing down the deck. Other tasks follow;'
making fast a derrick boom, standing watch, a fire-drill. Then comet the welcome “eight bells." He's off duty,
and now for a smoke, some reeding, or a nap In ths afternoon sun.

